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A b s tr a c t
This report covers the design of a biped walking machine. The design is based on concepts 
proposed in [1] which reduce the complexity of the biped’s governing dynamics to a trivial 
level. The aim is to use commercial actuators in the design of a small, light, low-cost biped 
that can step over relatively large obstacles. The approach is based on system modelling, 
design optimization and verification by computer simulation. The resulting biped weighs 
2.1 kg and has a leg length (0.23 m) to stride (0.246 m) ratio of 0.93.
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C h ap ter  1
In tro d u c t io n
1.1 G en era l B ackground
Motivation for building walking machines arrives from the need for vehicles that can 
travel on difficult terrain where existing vehicles cannot go. About half the earth’s surface 
is inaccessible to wheeled or tracked vehicles [2]. Compared to the legged locomotion, 
wheeled locomotion is only attractive on prepared or naturally hard and even surfaces. In 
principle, legged locomotion should be mechanically superior over a considerable range of 
soil conditions [2] and is certainly superior for crossing obstacles. This is well illustrated 
by the fact that the majority of the terrain cited as inaccessible to wheeled and tracked 
vehicles presents little difficulty to animals using legged locomotion [2]. It should be 
possible to build walking vehicles that can travel to the places legged animals are already 
able to reach. Legs also promise improved vehicular mobility where ground is soft, steep 
or slippery, or where existing paths are narrow or discontinuous [3]. Walking robots may 
have advantages in extreme environments such as in nuclear power plants. The biped 
locomotion robot is expected to be very useful in houses and factories designed for smooth 
human locomotion [4]. Also, legged locomotion results in less soil damage.
1.1.1 E x is tin g  B ip ed  R o b o ts
Kato and his colleagues built one of the earliest biped robots which started walking in 1973. 
It was statically stable at all times relying on keeping it’s center of gravity above at least 
one of it’s large feet. Later, Kato and coworkers developed a locomotion gait for bipeds 
referred to as quasi-dynamic walking. It’s main feature was that the transition of support 
from one foot to the other was very quick resulting in no obvious two-foot support. Later,
1
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dynamic walking of a biped robot called “WL-10RD” was realized by the same group of 
scientists [5]. Fursho and Sano developed a nine-link biped with a sensor based control 
which weighs 25 kg and has a leg length (0.97 m) to stride (0.25 m) ratio of 3.9. In total, 
this robot has eight degrees of freedom [4]. Raibert built a two-legged machine that could 
run [6]. It tipped all the time to keep a dynamic balance that was similar to Miura’s 
machine [5]. A physical biped robot similar to the one built by Miura and Shimoyama 
was built and studied by Katoh and Mori. The emphasis was on a control method of 
dynamic locomotion that gave an asymptotic stability of the trajectory [5]. Miyazaki and 
Arimoto constructed a biped robot and studied it’s locomotion. They noticed that in some 
cases the degrees of freedom of a biped robot became larger than the number of actuators 
during dynamic walking [5]. Research on biped robots has been conducted at Clemson 
University since 1984. A practical biped robot named SD-2 was designed and constructed 
with eight degrees of freedom. Each hip joint has two degrees of freedom and each ankle 
joint has two degrees of freedom as well [5]. Tad McGeer designed and demonstrated a 
passive two-dimensional biped for walking down inclines. During each step, small motors 
lift the swing feet clear of the ground but otherwise this machine is just a pair of coupled 
pendula walking without active control [7].
Hirofumi Miura and Iso Shimoyama have developed five kinds of bipeds. They are 
named Biper-1, 2, 3, 4 and 5. All of them are statically unstable but can perform a 
dynamically stable walk with suitable control. Biper-1 and Biper-2 only walk sideways. 
Biper-3 is a stilt type robot whose foot contact occurs at a point and can walk sideways, 
backwards and forward. Biper-4’s legs have the same degrees of freedom as human legs. 
Biper-5 is similar to Biper-3 but in case of Biper-5, all apparatus such as the computer 
are mounted on it [8]. Some of the biped robots designed and built by research groups in 
Japan are as given in Tables 1.1.1, 1.1.2 and 1.1.3 [4].
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Table 1.1.1: Research Groups in Japan on Biped Robot(Part 1A).
R esea rc h  G roups R o b o ts(D eg ree  o f F reedom  
P :P itch ,R :R o ll,Y :Y aw )
C o n tro l M e th o d , 
A p p ro ach  M e th o d , 
A c tu a to r , e tc
Kato, I.
and Takanishi A. 
(Waseda Unvi.)
1972 WL-5(P:6,R:2,Y:2,Body:l) 
1981 WL-9DRmk2(P:6,R:4) 
1984 WL-10RD(P:6,R:4,Y:2) 
1987 WL-12(P:6,Body:3)
Anthropomorphous
Robot,
Electro-Hydroservo, 
Mechanical impedance 
control.
Miura.H
and Simoyama,I.
(Tokyo Univ.)
1980 Biper-3(P:1,R:2)
1981 Biper-4(P:5,R:2)
3D stilt-type Biped, 
Multi-Processor 
control system.
Table 1.1.2: Research Groups in Japan on Biped Robot(Part IB).
R esea rc h  G roups R o b o ts(D eg ree  o f F reedom  
P :P itch ,R :R o ll,Y :Y aw )
C o n tro l M e th o d , 
A p p ro ach  M e th o d , 
A c tu a to r , e tc
Ito,M., Narikiyo,T., 
and
Takeichi,K.
(Nagoya Univ.)
1984 Ayumi(P:6) Control Theoretic 
Approach,
Analysis and synthesis of 
Double-support phase, 
Dynamic walking using 
High Gain Feed back.
Funabashi, H.
(Tokyo Inst, of Tech.)
1982 MEG-2 (legs: 1, Body :1) Sophisticated link 
Mechanism,
Generation of Walking 
pattern by a motor.
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Table 1.1.3: Research Groups in Japan on Biped Robot(Part 1C).
R esea rch  G roups R o b o ts(D eg ree  o f F reedom  
P :P  itch ,R :R o ll,Y : Yaw)
C o n tro l M e th o d , 
A p p ro ach  M e th o d , 
A c tu a to r , e tc
M ita.T. 
(Chiba Univ.)
1980 CW-1(P:6)
1983 CW-2(P:6)
1984 CW-3D(P:6,R:4,Body:l)
Control Theoretic 
Approach,
Optimal Regulator, 
Biped Locomotion 
with Kick action, 
Digital Control Theory.
Kato, R. and Mori, M. 
(Toa Univ. and Tokyo 
Inst, of Tech.)
1979 BIPMAN(P:2,The length 
of the leg is variable)
Pattern Generator 
Using Coupled Van 
der Pol’s Equation.
Sato, S. (Shibaura Inst, 
of Tech.)
1985 ASSHY-15(Arms;10,Body:2, 
Legs: 12)
Hydraulic Actuator,
Anthropomorphous
Robot.
1.2 M o tiv a tio n  for th is  W ork
For biped walking machines built to date [2]-[ll] control complexity increases with the 
number of links and generality of mass distributions. Most successful machines rely on non- 
anthropomorphic simplifications to reduce dynamic complexity [1]. The simple dynamics 
of R aibert’s hopping/running machine [6] allowed him and his coworkers to develop elegant 
controls and to investigate fundamental aspects of legged locomotion with minimal control 
complexity.
1.2.1 D ynam ica lly  Sim ple B ipeds
Groundwork for our dynamically simple biped walking machine was laid out in Reference 
1. This paper introduced the possibility of realizing three link, two motor, planar bipeds 
tha t have mass centers invariantly fixed at the hip axis and bodies tha t serve as reaction 
wheels. It has provided four main results : (1) derivation of governing dynamic equations, 
constraints, and conditions for periodic walking, (2) analytical solutions to the problem 
of gait synthesis for periodic walking, (3) realistic examples providing evidence tha t such
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machines can be successfully implemented using existing commercial actuators. This study 
formed the basis and motivation for this work.
1.3 F ocus o f R esearch
Design optimization and simulations are the main targets of this work adhering to the 
following main objectives : (1) to achieve a light compact biped of < 0.5 m height and 
weighing < 5 kg mass, (2) maximizing step length, (3) maximizing the obstacle that the 
biped can step over, (4) minimizing the total mass of the biped. Since performance of 
this system depends on control as well as mechanical design, some fundamental aspects of 
control must be considered in the design optimization [12]. Hence, an integrated approach 
has been followed to arrive at an appropriate match between system hardware design and 
controller design.
1.4 O verv iew  o f T h esis
Chapter 2 describes the proposed class of bipeds, their walking gaits, their physical imple­
mentation and design objectives. Chapter 3 develops the governing equations of motion. 
Also, it presents constraints to avoid lifting and slipping. Chapter 4 covers design opti­
mization by first deriving criteria for optimization and then establishes all the major design 
constraints. Chapter 5 presents solution to the design optimization problem. Chapter 6 
presents various results obtained from design optimization and simulation routine which 
was implemented in MATLAB. Also, it points out the best biped. Chapter 7 presents the 
specifications of the components as well as overall specifications of the best biped after 
completing detailed design of the best biped. Chapter 8 verifies the final design through 
simulation and discusses the simulation results. Chapter 9 concludes this work. Chapter 
10 presents recommendations.
C h ap ter  2
C o n c e p tu a l  D e sc r ip tio n  o f  th e  
M a c h in e
2.1 In tro d u ctio n
The proposed biped is based on concepts first dealt in reference [1] in which a whole class 
of dynamically-simple bipeds were introduced. The objective of this work is to develop a 
detailed design for one member of that set. This chapter begins by reviewing the concepts 
proposed in [1], then identifies the particular type of machine we have chosen to design in 
detail. The final section describes our design goals.
2.2 C o n cep ts  for B ip ed  D esig n
The concepts proposed in [1] apply to a variety of biped designs. Figure 2-1 shows a biped 
with one foot per leg. Figure 2-2 shows a biped with two feet per leg. Both these versions 
are composed of three links (a body plus two identical legs) that are serially-interconnected 
at the hip by coaxial revolute joints which are driven independently by separate motors. 
The main concept on which these dynamically-simple bipeds are based on is that the mass 
centers of each link is coincident with hip axis h-h. This feature makes the combined mass 
center configuration-invariant which results in dynamic simplicity of the biped.
The dynamic equations for these class of bipeds are reduced to such a trivial level of 
complexity that they may be the simplest of all bipeds attempted so far. The governing 
equations derived in [1] using the notations shown in Figure 2-3 are as given below.
6
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Figure 2-1: Biped Machine- one foot per leg.
Figure 2-2: Biped Machine- two feet per leg.
y  I, Ji
Figure 2-3: Notations used for Deriving Biped Dynamic Equations in [1].
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y v n g t . 1
ip0 =  sin ip0 j n
Jo  Jo
(2.2.1)
II I (2.2.2)
£
rH Is?II (2.2.3)
Equations (2.2.1) - (2.2.3) show that dynamic equations are not coupled and two of the 
three equations are linear. Nonlinear equation (2.2.1) is the same as an inverted pendulum 
despite the fact that control torque t \ is applied at the hip (between stance leg and the 
body) rather than the base of the pendulum. This means that the body torques the ankle 
without placing a heavy actuator near the ankle or a drive system to transmit torque from 
the body to the foot. The system has three degrees of freedom (V’ch ^ 2) but only two 
inputs (r1, r 2).
2.2.1 W alking Gaits
Without knees or equivalent mechanisms for shortening the legs, the proposed biped will 
stub its toe if standard anthropomorphic gaits are used. Hence two types of gaits : (1) 
wheel gaits in which legs rotate over the top rather than reciprocate (Figure 2-4), and 
(2) inchworm gaits where the legs perform alternating steps that contract and expand the 
distance between the feet (Figure 2-5) were proposed. Both of the proposed gaits can 
be divided into single-leg and dual-leg support phases as shown in Figures 2-6 and 2-7 
respectively. These phases alternate in the course of walking.
7777/777
Figure 2-4: Wheel Gait.
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7777777/ 7/7 7777777
Figure 2-5: Inchworm Gait.
Two important issues in single-leg support phase are (1) balancing of the biped, (2) 
swing-leg control. The detailed design developed in this thesis is based on the idea that 
swing-leg control will not be a major problem for the following reasons : (1) design of the 
swing-leg will be such that it does not introduce any unbalanced torque at the hip joint, 
(2) the legs will be kept as light as possible so that they only introduce a small amount 
of disturbance to balance control in single-leg support phase, (3) because the swing-leg is 
not in contact with the floor it can easily undergo continuous path control similar to that 
of a robot manipulator [4].
S ing le -leg  S u p p o r t  P h a s e  B a la n c e
Control of balance in the single-leg support phase is considered to be same as the problem 
of balancing an inverted pendulum. Torque is applied at the tip rather than at the base, 
but the governing equations are the same.
The idea that walking is considered to be series of inverted pendulum motions with 
appropriate conditions of connection was previously used by [8] in the controller design 
for their Biper-3 robot. However, the analogy is less precise.
Leg assy -2
Leg assy-1
/TT7T7T77/JT7777T7777T7T
Figure 2-6: Single-Leg Support Phase.
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Leg assy -2
777777777777777777777777
Leg assy-1
Figure 2-7: Dual-Leg Support Phase.
D u a l-leg  S up port P h ase
The dual-leg support phase (Figure 2-7) can be either instantaneous or finite time. In 
reference [1] we developed conditions for periodic walking using instantaneous support 
transfer. In this work we have chosen instead to use a finite time dual support phase 
because : (1) it is better to initiate walking from static dual support phase rather than 
statically unstable position, (2) we feel that it will be easier to set up initial conditions 
appropriate for next step in a statically-stable dual support condition, (3) we feel that it 
will allow larger steps because large impact losses occur for large steps with instantaneous 
support transfer.
2 .2 .2  P h y s ica l  Im p le m e n ta t io n
Even though our machine is based on planar kinematics, it’s implementation must be 
three dimensional. It should be noted here that animal locomotion is also primarily a 
planar activity even though animals are three dimensional systems [6]. These bipeds can 
be realized in three dimension by implementations that are stabilized within the plane by 
passive means such as Raibert’s tethering scheme [6] or by using sufficiently wide feet.
Figure 2-8 shows the finalized design of the proposed biped developed in this study. 
We refer to it here only to clarify some issues of physical implementation. It mainly 
consists of a body plus two leg assemblies. These are serially interconnected at the hip by 
coaxial revolute joints that are actuated by electric motors. Body is attached to a pair of 
reduction units via their shafts through a coupling. Each reduction unit is driven by an 
electric motor. Each of the leg assembly is attached to a reduction unit housing.
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Leg assembly
Motor
Gyro s ta r
Digital encoderTilt sensor
Reduction
unit
Coupling
Figure 2-8: Biped Walking Machine.
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A ctu a to rs
Electric DC motors and brushless DC motors with reduction gears were considered for 
the design. This choice is made because they are inexpensive, compact, clean, easy and 
versatile to control compared with alternatives such as hydraulic actuators.
P ow er Sup p ly  and C ontrol U n it
Power will be supplied to motors through their respective power supply units kept off 
board. Computers and motor controller units are also kept off-board. Power and signals 
will be wired to each of the leg assembly with a separate harness that terminates coaxially 
with the leg’s hip joint. Sufficient slackness will be allowed in the wiring harness to avoid 
torsional loading due to twisting that will occur during wheel gait walking. For this 
laboratory biped the harness will be guided by a person while the robot is walking. This 
precaution will prevent twisting of wires.
Unlike a manipulator, locomotion robots are not fixed to the floor which makes it difficult 
to measure position and speed. Also, it is important to accurately detect/measure the 
stance angle with respect to vertical and the body spin rate for feedback control system 
design. Neglecting the swing leg, the body spin rate, stance angle and the rate of the 
stance leg angle are the three feedback states. Accurate digital encoders attached to the 
motor shafts will detect the position of the body with respect to stance leg. Stance leg 
angle will be detected as discussed below. The body position can be determined by these 
two signals and differentiated to determine the body spin rate.
S en sin g
Figure 2-9: Potentiometer for Measuring Stance Angle.
Several methods for measuring the stance angle have been considered : (1) conventional 
potentiometers, (2) compact, light rate gyros, (3) compact, light bubble tilt sensors. A
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conventional spring loaded potentiometer can be mounted on each foot as shown in Figure 
2-9. The disadvantages of this method are : (1) increased mass of the biped, (2) increased 
mass moment of inertia of the leg about the hip axis which increases the disturbance 
in single-leg support phase balance, (3) flexible probe may introduce some instability in 
the system, (4) complicates the design. Hence, potentiometers are not considered for 
measuring the stance angle.
As an alternative, we opted to use light, compact and accurate rate gyros and bubble 
inclinometers. Gyros can measure the angular velocity 6q. Orientation 90 can be obtained 
by integrating velocity over time. Bubble inclinometers when connected in an appropriate 
electrical circuit will provide an output voltage proportional to tilt angle and a phase 
indicative of tilt direction. Since the time constant of bubble inclinometers are of the order 
of 300ms, feedback from rate gyros will be used to maintain dynamic stability (balance) 
in single-leg support phase. The bubble inclinometers will be used to estimate the ground 
slope and to correct for drift error in the rate gyros.
2.3 T y p e  o f  M ach ine C on sid ered  for th e  D e ta ile d  D e s ig n
In this study, we choose to focus on designing a biped with two feet per leg as shown in 
the Figure 2-2. We prefer this design over one foot per leg because it reduces the total 
mass of the biped. Balancing mass to maintain CG at the hip axis is completely avoided 
due to symmetrical mass distribution of the leg about hip axis in this design. The mass 
moment of inertia of the leg about the hip axis is greater than that in case of one foot 
per leg. However swing angle of the leg will reduce by 180° for wheel gait walking thus 
limiting the disturbance during single-leg support phase balance.
2.4  D esig n  O b jec tiv es
Broadly speaking, the objective is to design a small prototype biped that can be used to 
explore control algorithms for dynamic walking. Also, to illustrate the special advantages 
of bipeds over conventional wheeled vehicles. We also feel the biped should be capable of 
stepping over large obstacles relative to it’s size.
To meet these design objectives, we have chosen to optimize the biped design with 
respect to a single control task. That task is to raise itself from a stationary dual-leg 
support phase (OA, Figure 2-7) to balance in a single-leg support condition (OB, Figure
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2-7). The optimization criteria, as explained in Chapter 4, is to maximize the size of an 
obstacle that the biped can step over in performing such a manoeuvre. We focus on this 
single particular task in order to simplify the design process. However, we feel that optimal 
performance with respect to this task will ensure that it has good general performance 
capability.
C h ap ter 3
G o v e rn in g  E q u a tio n s
3.1 In tro d u ctio n
The design of the biped will be based on the single control task of bringing the biped from 
a stationary dual-leg support phase to balance in a single-leg support condition (Chapter- 
2). Hence, a mathematical model for the single-leg support phase will play an important 
role in our design. This chapter begins by defining the axes and planes used for modelling 
the single-leg support phase. Section 3.3 presents assumptions made in arriving at the 
mathematical model. Section 3.4 presents the dynamic equations of motion for the single­
leg support phase. Section 3.5 defines mechanical and electrical equations of a typical DC 
motor and establishes motor torque as a function of motor voltage and speed. Section 
3.6 presents equations for modelling the gear reducer. Section 3.7 combines results of 
sections 3.4, 3.5 and 3.6 to establish dynamic equation for the single-leg support phase 
as a function of motor control voltage ‘u \ Section 3.8 puts these results in an equivalent 
state-space form. Section 3.9 derives a thermal model for the motor and also shows how 
the model can be incorporated in the state equation. Final section covers the friction 
equations, establishes foot force equations and presents the condition to avoid slipping.
3.2  D efin itio n  o f P la n es
We have called the plane of walking as “sagittal plane” which is defined as a plane vertical 
to the ground in the direction of walking (Figure 3-1). The plane perpendicular to the 
direction of walking is the lateral plane (Figure 3-1). In addition to these planes yaw, roll 
and pitch axes are defined as shown in Figure 3-1.
15
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Figure 3-1: Definition of Planes.
3.3 A ssu m p tio n s  in M a th em a tica l M o d ellin g
A mathematical model of a dynamic system is defined as a set of equations that represents 
the dynamics of the system accurately or at least, fairly well. One of the most important 
problems in control engineering is to obtain a reasonably accurate mathematical model 
of a physical component. Note that to be useful, a mathematical model must be neither 
too complicated nor too simplified. A mathematical model must represent the essential 
aspects of the physical component. The predictions of system behaviour based on the 
mathematical model must be reasonably accurate. Keeping the above points in view the 
assumptions made in deriving equations in further sections are as given below.
(1) Motion of the biped is only in the sagittal plane (No motion about Roll or 
Yaw axes).
(2) The frictional forces in the joints are neglected.
(3) Feet are modelled as point of contact in the sagittal plane and considered 
as a pin joint that is fixed to the ground but free to move about the pitch axis.
Note that although the mathematical model assumes that the foot is pinned 
to the ground, we also derive foot force and slipping conditions that are used
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to verify that the foot remains fixed to ground.
(5) The low inductance and damping values of the DC motor are neglected. 
Note that this assumption is verified (Chapter 8) by checking that the electrical 
time constant for chosen motors is very small with respect to system dynamics.
(6) Change in motor parameters (Kb, K t , R) due to temperature rise is assumed 
negligible. Temperature of the motor will be simulated to see whether the 
temperature rise is significant or not (Chapter 8).
(7) Stiffness of the gear shaft is infinite and there is neither backlash nor elastic 
deformation.
(8) Further assumptions were made to develop a thermal model of the motor 
as discussed in Section 3.9.2.
3.4  D y n a m ic  E q u a tio n s  o f  M o tio n
Leg assy.
Sagittal plane
/ / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / /
Figure 3-2: Single-Leg support Phase Notations.
We have followed Lagrange’s approach to derive single-leg support phase equations. No­
tations used in deriving these equations are shown in Figure 3-2. By substituting the 
kinetic and potential energies of each link into Lagrange’s equation, the following dynamic 
equations of motion in the single-leg support phase were derived. Details are given in
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Appendix A. Also, recall notation conventions presented in Section ‘Nomenclature’.
r0 —  (Jo + Jb + Jm)Qo +  (Jb d- A Jm)Qi —  vntg sin Oo (3.4.1)
r\ — (Jb +  NJm) e0 +  J^b + N^Jm'j 9\ (3.4.2)
Where
m — mb +  mi (3.4.3)
3.5 M otor E q u ation s
eff.*N*tau m
Dir. of 
torque on 
the leg assy—1
Dir acc.
of theu = R*i+V_b+I_b*di/dt
Y
tau_m = K_t*i
Leg assy—1
Figure 3-3: Electro-Mechanical Model of the DC Motor Assembly.
Electro-mechanical model of a typical DC motor assembly is shown in Figure 3-3. Perma­
nent magnet DC servo motors convert electrical energy into mechanical energy through the
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interaction of two magnetic fields. One field is produced by a permanent magnet assembly 
and the other is produced by an electrical current flowing in the motor windings. These 
fields result in a torque which tends to rotate the rotor. As the rotor rotates, the current 
in the windings is commuted to produce continuous torque output. The mechanical and 
electrical equations are as given below.
rm = K ti (3.5.1)
di
u =  Ri +  Vb 4- Lm— (3.5.2)
at
Where Kt, torque constant, is the measure of torque per unit current produced by 
the motor. The motor back emf constant Kb is a measure of the voltage per unit speed 
generated when the rotor is turning. The magnitude and polarity of Kb are functions of 
rotor velocity 6rn and direction of rotation respectively. The motor back emf is as given 
below.
Vb = K b0m (3.5.3)
The term Lm^  is neglected because motor electrical time constant is significantly less 
than system dynamics (see Chapter 8 for verification). Torque-current relationship in case 
of brushless DC motor [12] is as given below.
Tm  = \ k q I q (3.5.4)
The equation (3.5.4) indicates a linear relationship between the output torque and
the desired motor current 70. Hence, motor torque in case of brushless DC motor can 
be expressed by equation (3.5.1) which is the same as a conventional DC motor. The 
torque-current characteristics of a brushless DC motor are the same as those of DC motor 
[12]. By combining equations (3.5.2), (3.5.1) and (3.5.3), motor torque can be expressed 
as given below.
K tu K tKbOm
Tm  = R R
(3.5.5)
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3.6 M otor E q u ation s A fter  G ear R ed u c tio n
Electric motors generally produce maximum power at relatively high speeds and low 
torque. Therefore, in order to acquire high torque at low speeds appropriate reduction 
units must be used. Most small commercial DC motors come with a choice of planetary 
or harmonic drive reduction units. For the biped, it is essential that any unit be symmet­
rically balanced to avoid vibration due to unbalanced forces. Usually, the speed reduction 
and magnification of the torque will be in several stages. The gearhead efficiency decreases 
with higher number of stages. Efficiency of the gearhead is as given below.
V  =  7?l7?27?3.........
Considering a reduction ratio of N, the position, velocity and acceleration of the rotor 
{0m, 9m, $m) can be expressed in terms of position, velocity and acceleration of the body 
relative to the stance leg as follows.
6m = NOi (3.6.1)
0m = N0! (3.6.2)
0m = N0\ (3.6.3)
Torque T\ can be expressed in terms of the motor torque as given below.
n  =  TjNTm (3.6.4)
Substituting equation (3.6.2) in (3.5.5) and using equation (3.6.4), torque T\ can be 
rewritten as given below.
K tN u K tK bN 20i 
Tl =  ^ R  ^ ------R------
3.7  D y n a m ic  E q u a tio n s in  term s o f  C o n tro l V o lta g e -u
We have decided to use motor supply voltage u as the control. Therefore, we replace T\ in 
equation (3.4.2) with expression (3.6.5) which gives q  as a function of u and 6\. We also 
set torque tq at the point of foot contact to zero. This results in the following dynamic 
model of the single-leg support phase in terms of control voltage.
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(3.7.1)
_  (Jo +  Jb +  Jm) (Jb + NJm)  ^  ^ ^
cJb + NJm) (Jb +  N 2Jm)
3.8 S ta te -S p a ce  R ep resen ta tio n
The state-space representation is an important step in Modern Control theory. Modern 
control theory is based on the description of the system in terms of ‘n’ first order dif­
ferential equations which may be combined into one first order vector matrix differential 
equation. It is worth noting here that the conventional control theory is based on the 
input-output relationship or transfer function. As the system gets complex, the mathe­
matical representation of the system using these conventional methods becomes difficult. 
But state-space representation ie. use of vector matrix notation greatly simplifies the 
mathematical representation of the system of equations.
The state-space representation is well suited for optimal control problems and for 
multiple-input and multiple-output systems. The state-space representation of a system 
is convenient in implementation of computer aided design algorithms. Also, lately it has 
become a standard practice to represent all systems in state-space form.
Representation of the Single-Leg Support Phase Dynamics in the State-Space 
Form :-
Dynamic equations for the single-leg support phase will be represented by state-space 
form because of the advantages discussed in the above two paragraphs. The steps followed 
to reduce the single-leg support dynamic equations into a state-space form is as given 
below.
Let, the four states of the system be as given below.
X i  =  d o (3.8.1)
X 2  = 00 (3.8.2)
£3 =  0*1 (3.8.3)
£ 4  =  0 ! (3.8.4)
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Also, from equations (3.7.1) and (3.7.2), matrices S and T can be defined as follows.
rn tq 0 S n S 1 2
0
K tK hN 2 
V R S 2 1 S 2 2
(3.8.5)
II 1
0 T\
nEiK  
1 R t 2
(3.8.6)
By using the above definitions, the second-order differential equation (3.7.1) can be 
expressed as a first-order differential state equation as given below.
x = Ax + Bu (3.8.7)
Where
A =
Xi 
*2
X =
*3 
x4
0 1 0  0 
5'n 0 S 12 0
S 2 1  0 S 2 2  0 
0 0 1 0
sin xi 
x2 
£ 3  
x4
x =
B =
0
Ti
T2
0
(3.8.8)
(3.8.9)
(3.8.10)
(3.8.11)
Note that equation (3.8.7) is a nonlinear system because x ^  j^x. We choose to 
represent it in the form of (3.8.7) rather than x = f ( x , u ) because it makes it’s near- 
linearity apparent (i.e., when sinzi =  a:i).
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3.9 T h erm a l M o d el for th e  M otor
3.9.1 Introduction
When working at the limits of motor performance, motor temperature becomes a critical 
factor. The sustainable current depends on the allowable winding temperature Tmotor usu­
ally less than 180 °C and typically 130 °C, and on motor thermal resistance Rth which is 
the temperature rise in °C per dissipated watt due to ohmic heating [13]. High currents 
can also cause demagnetization of permanent magnet motors. But modern rare-earth per­
manent magnetic materials are not easily demagnetized i.e., motor currents are typically 
limited by thermal and not by magnetic considerations.
The power losses in the motor are dissipated as heat which causes the motor tempera­
ture to rise. Motor rotation, heat sinking and air flow over the motor will improve the heat 
transfer and will result in lower thermal impedance. Motor resistance, torque constant 
and back emf constant are functions of temperature. As the motor temperature increases, 
each of the three parameters will change in a manner which degrades motor performance 
and increases the power loss. Hence, prediction of motor temperature is important. In 
this section, we derive a thermal model to predict motor temperature.
3.9.2 A ssum ption s in M otor Therm al M odel
In implementing the thermal model for biped motors the following assumptions are made.
(1) Motor is treated as a single dimension lumped mass system.
(2) Entire motor is made out of copper. We consider this a worst case assump­
tion because it reduces the thermal time constant (Sub-section 3.9.4).
(3) Even though the reduction unit and leg assembly attached to the motor 
provide some conduction path for heat dissipation, they have not been consid­
ered for this model.
3.9.3 T herm al M odel Equations
With the above assumptions the transient conduction model [14] (single dimension) of the 
motor can be approximately represented by the differential equation given below.
m o to r 1 T± a (3.9.1)
dt CthR-th CthRth
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Considering temperature as state-5 and expressing armature current as a function 
of control voltage, back emf and terminal resistance, equation (3.9.1) can be written in 
state-space form as given below.
X5 CthR thX
u — KbXsN
R +
1
CthR-th
T-L a (3.9.2)
Combining equations (3.8.7) and (3.9.2), the new state equation of the system can be 
expressed as given below.
Where
x = Ax + Bu  +  C(.t , u)
x =
Xi
X2
X3
x4
X5
A =
0 1 0 0 0
5 n  0 S 12 0 0
S21 0 S22 0 0
0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 1CthR-th
sin x\
x =
%2
Z3
X4
X5
(3.9.3)
(3.9.4)
(3.9.5)
(3.9.6)
(3.9.7)
0
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C(x, u) =
Tn +
0
0
0
0
( u - K bx 3 N ) 2
(3.9.8)
CthR-th C thR
Equation (3.9.3) is the state-space representation of the entire model to be used for 
final simulations.
3 .9 .4  P ractica l issues of T herm al m od elling
The thermal capacitance Cth which is used to establish the thermal model is defined [14] 
as given below.
s~i __ Change in heat stored (  J  \
Change in tem pera ture  \  °C  J
The thermal capacitance can be expressed in terms of the specific heat of the material 
of the motor and motor mass [14] as given below.
Cth — Ölmotor Mass (3.9.9)
Where, Cp is the specific heat of the motor substance. Generally, motor manufacturers 
will not project the value of Cth for each individual motor. Motors will be made out of a 
combination of materials like copper, iron, steel etc. The material break up for individual 
motor components is very difficult to get unless we dismantle a representative motor and 
weigh individual components. Since the amount of various materials used will differ from 
motor to motor, disassembling representative motor and weighing individual components 
may not give an accurate estimate for other motors. Also, this is a tedious process. Hence, 
we have assumed that the entire motor will be made out of copper. The value of specific 
heat of copper will be used to calculate Cth for each individual motor which in turn will 
be used to predict motor temperature. The specific heat of copper [15] (383 fcgJ0(;) is 
low compared to that of steel (486 kgJbc), iron (420 and aluminium (896 kg ~c)
[15]. This assumption will decrease the thermal time constant (— c tbRth) which makes the 
motor temperature to rise quickly to reach it’s maximum value. Hence, the assumption 
that “the entire motor is made out of copper” is a worst case assumption based on practical 
limitations.
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3.10 F oot Force and F riction  E q u ation s
y
A
— O x
Figure 3-4: Foot Forces.
The dynamic equations derived in Section 3.4 are only valid if the support foot remains 
fixed to the ground surface. Lifting and slipping will be avoided if the following conditions 
are satisfied.
Fn > 0 (3.10.1)
|F,| < fiFn (3.10.2)
Here g represents the coefficient of static friction between the support foot and the ground 
surface, Fn and Ft are the normal and tangential foot force components which can be 
expressed as functions of mass center acceleration by Newton’s 2nd law ( Figure 3-4) as 
given below.
Ft 1 0 X
=  m
Fn 0 1 y  +  9
(3.10.3)
where
x — £ sin Qq
y = £ cos 0Q
(3.10.4)
(3.10.5)
C h a p te r  4
F o rm u la tio n  o f th e  D esig n  
O p tim iz a tio n  P ro b le m
4.1 Introduction
This Chapter formalizes our design objectives stated in Chapter 2, Section 2.4 into a 
design optimization problem. This Chapter begins by presenting an optimization criteria 
developed for crossing large obstacles and concludes by presenting a summary of the design 
optimization problem. Also, major design constraints are discussed and established in this 
Chapter.
Section 4.2 develops an optimization criteria for crossing large obstacles. Section 4.3 
presents relevant actuator constraints. Section 4.4 covers gear box constraints. Section 
4.5 establishes foot force constraints and friction limits. Section 4.6 develops criteria for 
the biped’s stability in the lateral plane. Section 4.7 discusses the materialss envisaged 
for the biped components and their constraints. Section 4.8 develops design constraints 
for the body. Section 4.9 develops design constraints for the leg assemblies. Final section 
presents the summary of the design optimization problem.
4.2 O ptim ization Criteria
4.2.1 Introduction
The designer of legged robots has to solve an optimization problem. He or she considers a 
variety of criteria such as cost, reliability, manoeuvrability and aims to design a machine 
that is in some sense the best possible (McGhee 1976) [10]. Also, it should be noted
27
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Figure 4-1: Maximum Slope that the Biped can Climb .
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Figure 4-2: Measure of Ability to Cross Large Obstacles.
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here that the legs and gaits of animals are the products of two very potent optimization 
processes- that of evolution by natural selection and of learning by experience [10].
Because legged vehicles are aimed at rough terrain locomotion, one of their most 
important attributes is their capacity to step over large obstacles. Therefore, we have 
chosen to optimize our biped design based on that criteria. For our biped, it turns out 
that this criteria also tends to maximize the biped’s ability to climb steep slopes (Figure 
4-1). Other legged vehicle designers have also used largest obstacle crossing criteria to 
optimize their design [2].
4 .2 .2  L a rg e s t  O b s tac le  C rossing  C r i te r ia
Our objective is to design the biped to cross the largest obstacle possible relative to it’s 
dimension. We choose to quantify this ability using the dimensionless area A*b = 
where, A ob is the area shown in Figure 4-2. Hence, our objective will be to design the 
biped to maximize the area A*b that the biped can step over.
ssSsSsssssSs  / / / / / / / / ,
Figure 4-3: Variation of Area Aob due to increase in the Body Radius.
Figure 4-4: Area Aob as 90 ->■ 0Oiargest.
Figure 4-3 shows that for a given angle 6q, increase in body radius decreases the 
area Aob. Figure 4-4 shows that for a given body radius, 6t, increasing 60 to it’s largest 
possible value 0oiargest will result in Aob = 0. Thus body radius, b, and angle 9q contribute 
significantly to increase or decrease of area Aob.
By geometry (Figure 4-5), area Aob (Figure 4-2) enclosed between the legs and the 
floor below the body is as given below.
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Figure 4-5: Relation between 0q and step length L.
Where
L = 2f sin 0q
(4.2.1)
(4.2.2)
(4.2.3)
Figure 4-6 plots area A 0b versus 9o (0 - 4- 0oia rg e s t) for a given j  ratio of 0.5 and for an unit 
leg length. This clearly indicates that area A0b reaches a maximum for a certain value of 
#o- The rest of this section is devoted to determining an analytic expression for this angle 
which we call 00optiTnum.
The problem is to determine the value of 9q which maximizes the dimensionless area 
A*ob =  ^  for any body radius b. This problem has been approached in two stages (1) 
finding out the unique step length L for each body radius b that maximizes the dimen­
sionless area A*b, (2) solve ^ =  £sin#o to determine the value #ooptimum associated with 
that value of L. The dimensionless area is given by
(4.2.4)
Equating the partial derivative with respect to L of equation (4.2.4) to zero and sim-
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Figure 4-6: Area A0b Vs 6q.
plifying, we get two roots for ^
(4.2.5)
The smaller root is the one that maximizes A*b. The other root is meaningless because it 
implies ( 7 ) > 4 which is physically impossible.
To see this, consider 0 < |  < 1. Substituting lower and upper bounds of the ratio |  in 
the two roots °f ( 7 ) > we get
4 < s 3 + \ / l  +  8 ( - )  > < 6 (4.2.6)
2 > \ 3 - \ / l  +  8 ( - > 0 (4.2.7)
The theoretical maximum limit on is 4 when L = 2£. Therefore, the smaller root
used for obtaining limits (4.2.7) which respects the condition (^ j^ j < 4 is the one which
maximizes A*b.
Hence, from the smaller root the unique step length L is given by
L = £< 3 -  \ / l  +  8 [ j (4.2.8)
Once unique step length L has been derived, the optimum stance angle 0ooptimum can be
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determined by geometry (Figure 4-5).
6Ooptimum = sin - l
V /
(4.2.9)
Note that the detailed derivation for the optimum stance angle is presented in Appendix 
B.
4.2.3  O p t im iz a t io n  S t r a te g y
Let 9omax represent the maximum angle, 9q , from which the biped can recover to the 
balanced vertical position. Note that 0omax will be determined by system dynamics, 
controls and actuator performance limits (Chapter 5).
Based on our criteria for large obstacle crossing, we feel that little will be gained if 
# 0m a x  >  Qooptimum-  Therefore, we chose to design the biped such that 0 Omax = O0opt im u m . 
This ensures that the biped with a given |  ratio does not waste it’s dynamic potential 
rising from a very low angle that does not contribute much to it’s ability to step over large 
obstacles. However, this constraint does not tell us which |  ratio is best.
Figure 4-7: Dimensionless Area A*ob Vs
Choice of |  ratio is a compromise. If Oooptimum can be achieved, then small |  ratios 
allow larger obstacles to be crossed as shown in the Figure 4-7. However, the biped’s 
dynamic ability to rise from a low angle is increased with larger |  ratio (Chapter 3).
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Therefore our optimization criteria is :
minimize |  subject to Oomax = optimum  and practical design and actuator 
constraints to be discussed in the following sections.
4.3 A c tu a to r  C o n stra in ts
4.3.1 Introduction
We decided to use conventional DC motor or brushless DC motor (Chapter 2). Major 
drawback of the DC motors is that large currents are delivered to the rotor through 
mechanical commutation. At the brush and commutator, large sparks are created because 
of the high currents and voltages supplied to the rotor windings. These sparks are harmful, 
causing the brush to wear quickly. Such sparks also produce unwanted noise which is 
harmful to other electrical devices. The brush mechanism increases mechanical friction 
which degrades control performances [12]. However, brushless DC motors will not have 
these disadvantages. The advantages of brushless DC motors over conventional DC motors 
are as given below.
(1) No brush commutation.
(2) Low winding inductance.
(3) Low mechanical time constant.
(4) High torque to inertia ratio.
(5) Very high thermal efficiency.
It should be noted that for comparable torque ranges of motors, the PITTMAN brush­
less DC series stators have inductances of the order of seven times less than those of 
conventional designs [16].
The main actuator constraints are it’s (1) performance limits, (2) dimensions, (3) other 
parameters. These are dealt in detail in the following subsections.
4.3 .2  A ctu ator  Perform ance L im its
The three main actuator performance specifications that should not violate their limits in 
the course of operation are
(1) Current
(2) Voltage
(3) Temperature.
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The above factors depend on the nature of operation of the motors and other param­
eters like K b ,  K t , R t h  which are specific to an actuator.
M otor  C u rrent and V oltage
Irrespective of the type of motor and it’s operation scheme, voltage and current cannot 
exceed their maximum limits pertaining to particular motor or group of motors. Hence, 
constraints on the motor voltage and current are as follows.
(4.3.1)
|*| ^ *max (4.3.2)
Because we have decided to use the motor voltage, u, as the control, voltage and current 
(recall Section 3.7) constraints can be rewritten as follows.
(4.3.3)
(4.3.4)
C on stra in ts  on M axim u m  Sup p ly  V oltage and C urrent
M  <  V-rnax 
u -  KbNx3
< l r
For conventional DC motors, the limit on the maximum supply voltage comes from the 
maximum peak current that a motor can withstand. Usually, for short term operations, 
maximum peak current for conventional DC motors is in the range of six times the continu­
ous sustainable currents for small motors [17]. In case of brushless DC motors, restriction 
on maximum supply voltage and current comes from their power supply and amplifier 
circuits. For Maxon brushless DC motors it is «65 volts and 14 ampere current. Hence, 
constraints on the maximum supply voltage and the maximum supply current can be 
written as given below.
K n a r  — Vsupply (4.3.5)
*max — *supply m ax (4.3.6)
M o to r  T em p eratu re
Power losses in the motor are dissipated as heat which causes the motor temperature to 
rise (Chapter-3). The temperature of the motor will be predicted as mentioned in Chapter- 
3. The typical permissible maximum temperature of the conventional DC and brushless 
DC motors is in the range of 125 ° C  to 155 ° C  [17] [16]. Considering respective motor
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thermal resistances, the permissible motor temperature will be reached during continuous 
operation at 25 °C ambient which is known as “thermal limit” [17]. Irrespective of our 
operation scheme, it is important not to exceed this thermal limit. The connection between 
Joule loss and rotor temperature is given by thermal resistance R th  = R th i  +  Rth2  where 
thermal resistance Rthi characterizes the heat transfer from the winding to the housing, 
while the thermal resistance Rth2 characterizes the heat transfer from the housing to the 
ambient air. The heat transfer will be fast and efficient if these thermal resistances are as 
low as possible thus avoiding overheating of the motor. Constraints on the temperature 
of DC and brushless motors can be written as given below.
4 .3 .3  A c tu a to r  D im en sio n s
Important actuator dimensions are motor diameter and motor length. These dimensions 
will effect overall size of the biped. There are numerous DC and brushless DC motors in 
the market. Selecting a motor for our biped is a difficult task. However, it is possible to 
consider a group of actuators, design the biped for each motor in that set, and pick the 
best design.
There are no real constraints on the motor diameter and motor length, except that 
these actuator dimensions should provide a relatively small biped suitable for laboratory 
experimentation. It should be noted that larger the motor greater it’s mass and may result 
in a large, heavy biped. Also, torque capabilities of the motors will increase with increase 
in their mass which amounts to using larger motor. Hence, selecting a group of motors 
for our design optimization is a compromise between the torque capabilities of the motors 
and their mass and dimensions.
Since the biped motors will be selected from a particular set of actuators, it can be 
written as a constraint as given below.
For a motor selected from such a set, dimensions, motor diameter and motor length 
are constant. Hence, these dimensions are treated as constants in our problem. These 
dimensions will be used to establish design constraints on the leg length, in Subsection
max.
oc (4.3.7)
motor € {ActuatorSet] (4.3.8)
4.9.4.
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4 .3 .4  O ther A ctuator Param eters
System dynamics represented by equation (3.9.3) depends on motor parameters like torque 
constant (Kt), back emf constant (Kb): terminal resistance (R), thermal capacitance 
(Cth = Cp * motor Mass), thermal resistance (Rth): ambient temperature (Ta), mass 
moment of inertia of the rotor (Jm) and motor mass (motor Mass). For a particular 
motor selected from a typical set (4.3.8), these parameters are constant.
4.4 G ear Box C o n stra in ts
4.4 .1  G ear B ox P roperties
Usually, motor manufacturers will provide a few gear boxes to match each of the motors 
selected from a typical actuator set (4.3.8). The system dynamics (3.9.3) depends on (1) 
gear ratio, (2) efficiency, (3) mass of the gear box. The diameter and length of the gear 
box will influence the size of the biped. These parameters differ from gear box to gear 
box. Hence, they are discrete variables in our overall design problem to be chosen from 
the set of available properties. However, if the gear box is given then these properties are 
constant.
gear properties e {Gear Set(motor)} (4-4.1)
Where
gear properties = (A, p, gear Mass , gear Diameter, gear Length) (4.4.2)
Since the gear box diameter and length also effect the size of the biped they will be used 
to establish constraint on leg length in Subsection 4.9.4.
4 .4 .2  G ear B ox Speed C onstraint
The recommended input speed of the reduction units to accompany these small DC motors 
are in the range of 4000 rpm to 6000 rpm [17]. If we adhere to this recommended input 
speeds for these reduction gears, none of the small DC motors and brushless DC motors 
can be operated above 4000 to 6000 rpm. It should be noted here that the no load speed 
of small DC and brushless DC motors at their nominal supply voltage is in the range of 
10,000 to 16,000 rpm [17] which of course depends on Vmax and Kb for a particular motor.
Stresses in the gears will be predominant due to high torques at low speeds. Very high 
speed results in noise, vibration, loss of lubrication and wear of bearings. The factors that
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are predominant at high speeds reduce the expected life of the reduction units. However, 
for short term applications, we could operate reduction units at greater input speeds. 
Generally, manufacturers will not provide this value and it is left to the user to make his 
own judgment.
We have decided to design our biped based on an input speed of about 2 times that 
of recommended input speed for these class of reduction units. This is less than the 
achievable maximum speed of small DC motors by 3 to 4 times. Hence, we arrive at the 
constraint given below.
M  < (4.4.3)
4.5 Foot Force Constraint and Friction Lim its
4.5 .1  Foot Force C onstraint
Normal foot force component, Fn, must be greater than zero to avoid lifting and slipping 
(Section 3.10) i.e., Fn > 0. In terms of our state variables, this foot force constraint can 
be expressed as follows.
£x2 sin(xi) — fx \  cos(xi)^ 4- mg j  > 0 (4.5.1)
4.5 .2  Friction L im its
The coefficient of friction between the foot and the ground surface should be sufficient to 
prevent any slipping. This coefficient of friction can be predicted by the relation (Section
3.10).
\ F t [
Fn < F (4.5.2)
(4.5.3)
In terms of state variables, equation (4.5.2) can be written as given below.
Im {tx 2  cos(xi) — tx 2  sin(zi)) |
(m (—fx '2 sin(xi) — t x \  cos(a:i)) +  mg} ~ ^
Where p is the coefficient of friction between the foot and the ground surface. It is
envisaged that the biped walks on a rubber sheet spread on the ground whose coefficient
of friction with solids is in the range of 1 - 4 [18]. See Chapter 8 for verification.
4.6 Stability  in the Lateral Plane
Along the sagittal plane, the biped will be stable because (1) it will be controlled in the 
single-leg support balance, (2) vertical reaction force on the foot will always be main-
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tained positive (Checked in Chapter 8), (3) coefficient of friction between the foot and 
ground surface will be maintained enough to prevent any slipping (Verified in Chapter 8). 
Adhering to above conditions will result in a stable biped if stability in lateral plane is 
addressed. However, stability in the lateral plane depends on the width of the biped/foot. 
It is already mentioned in our concept that these class of bipeds will be realized in three 
dimension by means of sufficiently wide feet (Chapter 2). This sub-section presents a 
simple constraint on the width of the biped which will be used to decide the width of the 
body and the foot in a later sub-section.
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Figure 4-8: Stability in Lateral Plane.
If biped has sufficiently wide feet and by design it’s CG is configuration-invariant, it 
should not tilt about the roll axis while walking on level surface or while climbing a slope. 
However, if it comes across an obstacle which will cause the biped to tilt about the roll 
axis, the width of the biped should be sufficient to prevent it from falling. For a given tilt 
angle a  about the roll axis, if the CG falls outside the width of the biped then the biped 
will fall along the lateral plane. From Figure 4-8, the condition for CG to be within the 
stable width ws of the biped is as follows.
By geometry,
ß = 90 -  cr
ß =
21arctan — 
ws
(4.6.1)
(4.6.2)
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Substituting (4.6.1) in (4.6.2) yields
U
IDs =  ------- ;------------- -
tan (90 —a)
For design optimization it was decided that we use a < 10° i.e., biped will be stable while 
crossing an obstacle which causes it to tilt by an angle < 10° in the lateral plane.
4 .7  M a te r ia l  S e le c tio n
This section presents discussion on the material selected for biped components and con­
cludes by pointing out to some light weight alloys which can be used in future. Aluminium 
alloys have been selected for all the components in order to make the biped compact and 
light. Some of the properties of these alloys based on which they were selected [19] are 
listed below.
(1) The density of aluminium alloys is about 2.7* lO3^ -  which is approximately 
one third to that of steel. Taking into account comparative strengths and 
sectional dimensions, an aluminium structure can weigh as little as one third 
to half of an equivalent structure in steel.
(2) Easy to work with.
(3) Readily available.
(4) Clean appearance.
(5) Resists corrosion.
(6) Takes anodic coatings.
(7) Conducts electricity and heat, non-magnetic, good thermal conductivity of 
the legs can be effectively used to transfer/dissipate motor heat.
(8) The aluminium alloy tubes envisaged for legs and feet will absorb impact 
loads if any, while walking. The low modulus of elasticity gives aluminium 
extra ability to resist impact without deforming permanently.
(9) Good structural strength.
(10) Can be readily fabricated by most of the methods commonly used for 
other materials. Can be bent, sawn, drilled, sheared, punched and planed.
The body of the biped has to be milled out from an aluminium alloy plate.
Also, well suited to most joining methods including bolting, welding, rivetting
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and adhesive bonding. The feet of the biped legs are to be formed by bending 
aluminium alloy tubes.
For the body, following aluminium alloys will be tried.
2024-T0.
2024-T42.
2024-T62.
2024-T72.
5083-H112.
The only restriction is the availability of these in higher thickness ranges of 0.075m - 
0.1m. They have minimum yield strength of 97 MPa, 262 MPa, 344 MPa, 317 MPa and 
159 MPa respectively. It should be noted that the non-heat treatable alloy 5083 (HI 12) is 
available upto a maximum thickness of 100mm and is also widely used in transportation 
equipment [19] [20]. The material constraint on the body can be written as given below.
SYbody € {SYu SY2,S Y 3....} (4.7.1)
Where, 5Yi, SY2 ... are the yield strengths of some of the commercially available aluminium 
alloy plates.
For legs , 6061-T6 standard aluminum alloy tubes which have minimum yield strength 
of 241 MPa has been considered. But the cross section of the legs has to be within the 
available standard outside diameter and corresponding thickness ranges of 6061-T6 tubes. 
This practical constraint on the leg cross section can be written as given below.
Leg cross section e {Standard tubeset} (4.7.2)
The aluminium alloys selected for the biped components have the ratings as shown 
in Table 4.7.1. They have a Young’s modulus of 70 GPa and Poisson’s ratio of 0.33. If 
cold workable magnesium alloy tubes are locally available, they can be considered for legs. 
This will further reduce the inertia of the legs about the hip axis. Other lightweight alloys 
like aluminium lithium, magnesium and magnesium lithium alloys were ruled out since 
they are expensive and are not easily available.
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Table 4.7.1: Aluminum alloy Ratings.
A lloys C o rro s io n
R e s is ta n c e
M a ch in in g W e ld a b ility H e a t  t r e a tm e n t
5083 A C, B C, A No
6061 A C A, A Yes
2024 D, D B, B D, C Yes
4.8 B o d y  D es ig n  C o n s tra in ts
4.8.1 Introduction
This section presents simple stress, deflection, mass constraints and mass moment of inertia 
equations for the body. We have planned to implement design optimization and simulation 
using MATLAB [21] numeric computation and visualization software. Hence, constraints 
developed for design of the body are kept as simple as possible so that they can be easily 
implemented in MATLAB. To keep the design optimization of the body simple, we have 
assumed the shape of the body to be as shown in Figure 4-9 which comprises of a hub, 
disc and a rim. Also, Figure 4-9 shows the parameters of the body for this configuration.
Sub-section 4.8.2 presents the design objectives for the body. Sub-section 4.8.3 presents 
constraints on hub dimensions. Sub-section 4.8.4 develops constraints on body radius. 
Sub-section 4.8.5 establishes constraints on disc thickness. Sub-section 4.8.6 presents con­
straints on rim width and rim thickness. Sub-section 4.8.7 presents mass constraint equa­
tion for the body. Sub-section 4.8.8 presents equations for calculating mass moment of 
inertia of the body.
4.8.2 D esign  O bjective
Following our general concept, the stance leg will be torqued from hip joint rather than 
at the ankle. The reaction torque on the stance leg will be more if the mass moment of 
inertia of the body about the hip axis is large for a given acceleration of the body (i.e., 
we want to effectively use the inertia of the body to torque the stance leg). Hence, the 
objective for body design is to maximize the mass moment of inertia of the body Jj, about 
the hip axis meeting strength, stiffness and mass property constraints for a given body 
mass mb and radius b.
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Figure 4-9: Design Parameters of the Body.
4.8 .3  H ub D im en sion s
Hub dimensions can be finalized based on the following simple criteria.
(1) Inside diameter of the hub = Diameter of the reduction unit shaft dg.
(2) Outside diameter of the hub =  3dg. Hub outer diameter can be between l.bdg to 2dg 
but 3dg has been chosen to give sufficient tap depth for M3 Grub screws.
(3) Length of the hub =  7c/5, to accommodate full length of the two gear shafts with 
some clearance between them.
4 .8 .4  C onstraints on th e  B o d y  R adius b
Here, we consider two types of stresses that limit the body radius : stress in the rotating 
rim providing limit b\ and stress in the rotating disc providing limit &2 -
Limiting Speed of the Rim
Many rotating elements, such as flywheels and blowers can be simplified to a rotating ring 
to determine the stresses. When this is done, it is found that the same tangential and 
radial stresses exist as in the theory for thick-walled cylinders except that they are caused 
by inertial forces acting on all particles of the ring. The tangential and radial stresses so 
found are subjected to the following restrictions [22].
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(1) The outside radius of the rim bx is large compared to it’s thickness hr i.e.,
bx > 10hr.
(2) The thickness of the rim is constant.
(3) The stresses are constant over thickness.
The tangential stress in the rotating ring [22] is given bymOt =  piO 2 2 1 +  3 l/ 2r? +  r20 +  -  -------- r 2r 2 3 T v (4.8.1)
Where
p : is mass density of the material of the rim, ^§-. 
r t : inner radius, m. 
r0 : outer radius, m.
r : radius where tangential stress is required, m. 
v : Poisson’s ratio of the material. 
u  : angular velocity, ^
The rim of the body can be modelled as a thin ring which implies r =  ro =  r,- =  &i. 
Where, bx is the outer radius of the ring. With this assumption, equation (4.8.1) gets 
modified as given below.
<jt = pu2b\ (4.8.2)
Generally, ot > oy. But, when tangential stress is equal to yield strength of the body 
material (crt = S^'lody) at the outer radius bi, the rim will collapse [23]. Therefore, we 
replace ot with and solve (4.8.2) for bx which is a maximum limit on the body
radius.
&i = ________ N_________  /  S Y b o d y
No Load Speedy Npsp
(4.8.3)
Lim iting Speed o f the Disc
When a circular disc rotates about the axis of symmetry which is perpendicular to the 
disc, the inertia forces set up stresses which may become very large at high speeds. The 
stresses are distributed symmetrically with respect to the axis of rotation. It is assumed 
that the stresses do not vary over thickness of the disc. Neglecting the effect of the rim 
and the hub, the central portion of the body can be approximated (worst case) to a disc 
of outer radius 62 as in Figure 4-10. The limiting speed of such a disc [23] is given by
1 / 3 S Y b o d y  ,  x
^ l im i t in g  = (4.8.4)
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Figure 4-10: Limiting Speed of the Disc.
Considering that u’limiting =  N° Loa^ FPeed and including a factor of safety N f S i we solve 
(4.8.4) for 62 which is another maximum limit on body radius.
bo —
N '3 S Y body  
NfsP
(4.8.5)
No Load Speed
In equations (4.8.3) and (4.8.5), the motor No Load Speed = V^ J . Here, Vmax, the 
maximum motor supply voltage and K & are actuator parameters.
The two constraints on the radius of the body based on limiting speeds of the rim and 
disc can be expressed as given below.
6 < min{b\, 6 2) (4.8.6)
4.8.5 C onstraints on D isc  T hickness td
In this sub-section, we consider four factors that may limit the disc thickness : shear stress 
due to torque, direct shear failure, failure due to bending and fabrication limitations.
Disc Thickness td 1 based on Shear Stress due to Torque
The worst torque is experienced by the disc when the body is suddenly held at i t’s outer 
radius b thus applying a reaction force Fr as shown in Figure 4-11 and is as given below.
NStall Torque
Fr = (4.8.7)
Where, Stall Torque = h ‘ v m a x N  js maximum peak torque that the motor and re­
duction gear assembly can produce. The reduction ratio N is constant for a particular
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•Hub and disc 
intersection
Figure 4-11: Braking Force on the Body.
reduction unit selected from the set (4.4.1). K t and R are parameters of an actuator as 
already mentioned in Subsection 4.3.4. Vmax is the maximum motor supply voltage. These 
parameters are constants for a particular actuator selected form the set (4.3.8). Hence, 
stall torque can be treated as a discrete variable in our problem. But, for a given motor 
and reduction unit it is constant.
Torque due to force Fr at the junction of the hub and disc is given by
r*** =  Fr(b -  l.bdg) (4.8.8)
Substituting (4.8.7) in (4.8.8) yields
^  NStall Torque /L 1 ,
1 *** --- , ( v  L.OClg) (4.8.9)
Corresponding reaction force at the junction of the hub and disc is given by
^ _  NStall  Torquefu 1  ^ fA 0
hr*** — ti c j 1.5dgj (4.8.10)oi.odg
Since the disc is very thin, we can assume that the shear stress is constant over thickness. 
Shear stress in the disc at the junction of the hub and disc due to the reaction force Fr*** 
is given by
NStall Torque(b — 1.5dg)
b(l.bdg)227rtdi
(4.8.11)
Shear stress can be taken as
Ssy = 0.577SYbody (4.8.12)
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Substituting (4.8.12) in (4.8.11) and solving for tdi, we get the first limit on the mini­
mum disc thickness td as given below..
N Sta ll  Torque(b — 1.5dg) N f s
tdl 2irb{\.bdg)2b .b ll  SYbody
D isc Thickness t d 2 based on D irect Shear Failure
(4.8.13)
Considering the loading condition as shown in Figure 4-12, the intersection of the rim and 
disc is prone to direct shear failure. The second limit on the minimum disc thickness td 
based on direct shear stress at the junction of the rim and disc is given by (Figure 4-12)
t _  (m b +  ma)gNFS 
d 2  ~  2nb0.577SYbody
(4.8.14)
D isc Thickness td3  based on P late Bending Theory
/  (j)3d
Outer edge
simply
supported
Loaded as a uniform 
line load N/m at 
radius 1.5*dg
Figure 4-12: Body in Bending Mode.
The disc can be approximated to an annular plate simply supported along the outer edge 
(at radius b) and loaded as an uniform annular line load at inner radius 1.5dg as shown in 
Figure 4-12. Such a loading condition will be encountered during assembly and handling. 
For an annular plate with above stated loading and support conditions, following points 
have to be considered [24].
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M n . s d g  = 0, Unit radial bending moment of circumference at 1.5dg.
M rb = 0, Unit radial bending moment of circumference at b.
yb = 0, Vertical deflection of the plate at b.
ymax = yi.sdgi Maximum deflection occurs at 1.5dg.
M max = Mti.sdg, Maximum unit bending moment is equal to unit tangential bending 
moment of radius) at 1.5dg.
Maximum bending moment is given by
M t i '5dg =  © 1.5dg ~  V )  +  v M r i x d g
Since M r\^d0 — 0, Maximum bending moment becomes
M t i s d a  — © i . e 1.5 d,
( l - v 2)
(4.8.15)
(4.8.16)
Where
D : Plate constant. 
u : Poisson’s ratio of the material.
0 1%<ddg • Slope of the plate measured from the horizontal at 1.5dg and is given by
© 1.5 dg
pb2L9
DC7
(4.8.17)
Here
Lq : Loading constant dependent upon the ratio r =  radial location of unit line 
loading and is 1.5dg for loading at inner radius.
C7 : Plate constant depending on the ratio 
p : Unit load ^  of the circumference and is given by
(mb +  rna)g
2ir\.bdg
Plate bending stress is given by
(4.8.18)
SYbody — 6Mti,sd„NFSt2Ld3
(4.8.19)
Combining equations (4.8.16), (4.8.17), (4.8.18) and (4.8.19), the thickness of the plate 
based on plate bending theory [24] which is the third limit on the minimum disc thickness 
td is given by
to  =  , | [ 3i ^ + , ma)g6l (1U r , T FS- -1 (4.8.20)SYbody7r(l.5dg)2C7
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W here, the constants as explained earlier are given by
J _  Pbdg 
L a  —  ------ ;-------
1 + v In
1.5 dr +
1 -  v
1 -
1.5cL
C i = - { l ~ v 2)
1.5 dr,
1.5 dg b
D isc  T h ic k n e ss  td4 b a sed  on  F a b r ic a tio n  L im ita tio n s
(4.8.21)
(4.8.22)
Based on today’s m anufacturing capabilities and other lim itations, the minimum thickness 
th a t can be machined w ithout any significant warping and drastic local thickness reduction 
is 2mm to 2.5mm. Taking certain precautions during machining a minimum thickness of 
2.4mm can be achieved for a body dimension of about </>0.3m. Also, it is dependent on 
tolerance and inspection requirements. Hence, based on practical fabrication lim itations, 
the fourth limit on the minimum disc thickness td is set to be equal to t p ^  which we will 
consider to be 2.4 mm.
td.4 — I'Fab (4.8.23)
The four disc thicknesses resulting from equations (4.8.13), (4.8.14), (4.8.20) and 
(4.8.23) can be combined into a single constraint on disc thickness (td).
t d  ^  m ü X  ( t d \  , td2i  t d3i  td4i) (4.8.24)
4 .8 .6  C o n s t r a i n t s  o n  R im  W i d t h  wr a n d  R im  T h ic k n e s s  hr
C onstrain t on rim width or body width comes from the width of the biped based on the 
lateral stability criteria as discussed earlier in Section 4.6. Taking lateral stability  into 
consideration constraint on the width of the body can be w ritten as given below.
wr < ws (4.8.25)
The constraints on the rim thickness comes from the fabrication lim itations and the 
configuration of the body itself. Following the same discussions presented earlier for arriv­
ing a t the  thickness td4 , the constraint on the rim thickness due to fabrication lim itations 
can be w ritten as given below.
hr > tpaf, (4.8.26)
Also, another constraint on the rim thickness due to  configuration of the body as shown 
in Figure 4-9 can be written as given below.
hr < (b -  1.5dg) (4.8.27)
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Constraints (4.8.26) and (4.8.27) can be written as given below.
tFdb < hr < (b — 1.5dg) (4.8.28)
4 .8 .7  M ass of th e B od y
The body is assumed to be made up of hub, disc and the rim as shown in Figure 4-9. The 
only constraint is that the body mass should be equal to sum of the individual masses of 
the hub, disc and the rim as given below.
Where
TTlb — Fflhub T Ffldisc T TTlrim (4.8.29)
FTl hub —
F ra ise  —
( H ) 2 -  d2] 7dgp 
{2b)2 -  (3d5)2] tdp
airim = [(26)2 -  (2b -  2/ir )2] (wr -  td)p
(4.8.30)
(4.8.31)
(4.8.32)
4.8 .8  M ass M om ent o f Inertia  of the B od y
The mass moment of inertia of the body [22] about the hip axis should be equal to sum 
of the individual mass moment of inertia of the hub, disc and the rim about the hip axis. 
Hence, mass moment of inertia constraint on the body is as given below.
Jb  —  Jhub  T Jd isc  T J r  in (4.8.33)
Where, Moment of inertia of the hub, disc and rim respectively about the hip axis are 
given by
Jm , -  [(3<y2 + <^ ] (4.8.34)
-  mg 5c [(26)2 + (3rf9)2] (4.8.35)
,m -  [(26)2 +  (26 2 M 2] (4.8.36)
4.9  D esig n  C o n stra in ts  o f  th e  Leg A ssem b lie s
4.9.1 In trodu ction
Configuration of the leg assembly assumed for the detailed design of the biped is as shown 
in Figure 4-13(a). As already mentioned in Chapter-2, biped consists of two such leg 
assemblies. Each leg assembly consists of a reduction unit, a motor, an encoder and two
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L-shaped legs of tubular cross section as shown in Figure 4-13(a). One end of each of these 
legs is attached to reduction unit housing through a bracket and the other end is bent 
to form the foot. Figure 4-13(b) shows the simplified configuration of the leg assembly 
considered for the implementation of design optimization in MATLAB. In this simplified 
configuration of the leg assembly, leg is assumed to be made up of a vertical portion and 
two feet of tubular cross section.
Vertical portion
Reduction unit 
Encoderracket
------ h
Motor
Figure 4-13: Leg Assembly.
Sub-section 4.9.2 presents the objectives and the assumptions made in arriving at 
design constraints on the leg assemblies. Sub-section 4.9.3 establishes the stress and the 
deflection criteria for the legs. Sub-section 4.9.4 develops a constraint for the leg length 
i  which will be responsible for overall size of the biped and also presents constraints on 
the width of the foot. Sub-section 4.9.5 presents equations for computing the mass of the 
leg assemblies. Sub-section 4.9.6 presents equations for calculating the mass moment of 
inertia of the leg assemblies.
4.9 .2  O b jectives and A ssum ption s  
Objectives
The moment of inertia of the legs about the hip axis should be minimized for controllability 
of the leg [9]. Also, light legs reduce the disturbance during single-leg support phase
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balance (Chapter 2). Hence, leg design objectives are
(1) minimize mass moment of inertia of the legs about hip axis.
(2) minimize mass of the legs.
Assumptions
(1) Mass distribution of the motor and reduction unit is assumed to be uni­
form about the hip axis i.e., their product of inertia about Iyaw rou = 0 and
I  roll pitch — 0 .
(2) Encoder mass and it’s dimensions are included with the motor.
(3) The allowable deflection per unit length of the leg in bending is assumed 
to be 0.01.
4.9.3 Leg Stress and Deflection Constraints
Body-
<>di 0 ~ ~
Body is 
shown
tj for clarity
Radial clearance 
Reduction unit
( a )
Motor
(ma+mb)*g
( b )
Figure 4-14: Design Parameters of the Leg.
The design parameters of the leg are as shown in Figure 4-14(a) where the body is included 
for clarity and to illustrate constraints on width of the foot. A simple model of the leg is 
as shown in Figure 4-14(b) which is a cantilever fixed at one end and loaded at the other 
end. This worst scenario is encountered when the biped is held horizontally by gripping 
one of it’s feet. The constraints based on deflection and bending stress can be respectively
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expressed by following equations.
G4(mb + ma) g f  ^ A i
3E tt [d4( -  (de -  2te)4] ~ t
(4.9.1)
32( m b +  m a)g £ N FSde ^ q 
n(d4 - ( d e - 2 t e ) 4} ~ Zf*
(4.9.2)
Where, dp and te define the cross section of the legs (Figure 4-14). The constraint on the 
cross section of the legs which was established in Section 4.7 by equation (4.7.2) can be 
rewritten as given below.
[de,te] e {Standard aluminium alloy tube set} (4.9.3)
4 .9 .4  C onstraint on the Leg Length i  and W id th  of th e Foot wt
In order to meet our design objectives, we have to establish a constraint on leg length, i, 
which makes some sense to overall size of the biped. It is possible to constrain overall size of 
the biped by making this criteria dependent on motor and reduction unit dimensions. We 
feel leg length criteria established in this manner may contribute in yielding a laboratory 
size biped.
Minimum leg length, ^mtn, is set equal to maximum of either 2xD or W as given below.
£min = max(2D , W)  (4.9.4)
Where, D is the maximum of either motor diameter or reduction unit diameter and W is 
equal to twice the length of the motor plus length of the reduction unit as given below.
D =  max (motor Diameter, gear Diameter) (4.9.5)
W = 2 x (motor Length +  gear Length) (4.9.6)
Once i min is evaluated using equation (4.9.4), the constraint on leg length is that it should
be greater than fmtn.
I  > imin (4.9.7)
Constraint on the W idth of the Foot
The constraint on width of the foot comes from the biped width based on stability criteria 
in the lateral plane as well as width of the body as given below.
wt > ws (4.9.8)
Where, ws is given by (4.6.3).
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4.9 .5  M ass of th e  Leg A ssem blies
Vertical portion
+
£
Reduction unit 
Encoder
Motor
Reduction unit + Motor + Encoder
Figure 4-15: Biped Leg Assumed for Design Optimization.
As mentioned earlier, our biped broadly constitutes two leg assemblies and a body (Figure 
2-8). Each leg assembly is made up of a motor, a reduction unit, an encoder and a leg as 
shown in Figure 4-15. Also, each leg consists of a vertical portion and two feet of tubular 
cross section. Hence, we can write constraint on mass of the leg assemblies as given below.
m/> = m a +  2m a  +  2 m n (4.9.9)
Where
m a = 2 x (motor Mass +  gear Mass) is the mass of the actuators. Note that the mass 
of the encoder is included with motor mass.
mei  —  4 [dj — (de — 21()2) 2£p is the mass of the vertical portion of a leg. 
mg2 =  \  \dj  —  (de —  2te)2] 2(we —  de)p is the mass of the feet of each leg.
4.9 .6  M ass M om ent of Inertia  of th e Leg A ssem blies
The constraint on the mass moment of inertia of leg assemblies about the hip axis can be 
expressed by the equation below.
Je =  2(Ji +  J 2 +  J3 +  J4 ) (4.9.10)
Where
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J\ =  [3cZ| +  3(de -  2tc)2 +  4(2£)2] is the moment of inertia of the vertical portion of
the leg about the hip axis.
J2 = 1-^2- [d2 +  (de -  2 te)2] +  {f — is the moment of inertia of the feet of each
leg about hip axis.
J3 =  motor M assmotor D^ ameter2 [s the approximate moment of inertia of the motor 
about the hip axis. Note that dimensions and mass of the encoder is accounted with the 
motor.
J4 = gear M assgear Dl~ni--t- - - is the approximate moment of inertia of the reduction unit 
about the hip axis.
Effective M ass M om ent o f Inertia, Jq
The constraint on effective mass moment of inertia of the leg assemblies about the point 
of contact between the support leg and the ground is as given below.
J0 =  m£2 +  Je (4.9.11)
Where, Je is the mass moment of inertia of the leg assemblies about the hip axis as given 
by equation (4.9.10) and m is the mass of the biped as given below.
m = me +  mb (4.9.12)
Here, me is given by equation (4.9.9) and mb is given by equation (4.8.29).
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4 .10  S u m m ary o f th e  D esig n  O p tim iza tio n  P ro b lem
Based on previous sections, our design optimization problem can be summarized as follows.
For a given motor e {ActuatorSet}, (4.3.8) with gear properties e {Gear Set(motoi')}, 
(4.4.1), choose £, b, and mb to
m inim ize |
su b ject to  Oom ax  — ^O optim um  —  sinA . - 1
Where
9omax is the largest dual-support value of Oq that allows recovery to a balanced 
single-leg equilibrium, 
su b ject to  :
D yn am ics
x = Ax +  Bu + C(x, u) (3.9.3)
A ctu a to r  P erform ance L im its
M <C Ymax
u-I<hNxa  .  •
pi 'S Lm a x
2-5 5; T m o to r  m a x
G ear B ox  Input Speed  C on strain t
M  < 2Af
F oot Force C on strain t Sz Friction Lim it
{m {—£x2 sin(xi) — ix \  cos(zi)) -f mg) > 0
\m y tx i  c o s (x i )— t x \  s in (x i ) ) |
| m ( —1x2 s i n ( r i ) — t x \  cos(xi ))+»Ti5 } — ^
L ateral S tab ility  C riteria
we > ws
B o d y  D esign  C on stra in ts
Choose /ir , wr, td and SYbody to maximize Jb subject to : 
SYbody e {SYu SY2tSY3....} 
b < min(bi, 62) 
td ^ max{td\i td2 i td3i ^ 4) 
wr < ws
t F ab ff: h r  ^  (^  1 .5 d g ^
(4.3.3)
(4.3.4)
(4.3.7)
(4.4.3)
(4.5.1)
(4.5.3)
(4.9.8)
(4.7.1)
(4.8.6)
(4.8.24)
(4.8.25) 
(4.8.28)
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Leg D esign C o n s tra in ts
Choose dp, tf, Wf to minimize J£ subject to :
6 4 ( m b+ m a ) g t 2 ^  A t  
Z E T r [ d \ - { d t - 2 t t y ]  ~  t
(4.9.1)
3 2 ( m b+ m a ) g t N F s d (  ^  n y  
n [ d * - ( d e - 2 t t )*] ~  l eg
(4.9.2)
t  lü ^ m i n (4.9.7)
[d£,t£] £  {Standard tube set} (4.9.3)
Note (Stability criteria W£  > w s  also applies) (4.9.8)
N o te  : 1) Simple body and leg geometry have been assumed. Material properties 
are assumed to be given.
2) The system dynamics, foot force constraint & friction limits, body design 
constraints and leg design constraints are functions of mass properties as 
follows.
tTlf) —  t l l / iu i)  T TTldisc T (4.8.29)
J b  ~  J  hub  T J d i s c  T J  r im (4.8.33)
m£ =  m a +  2 m n  +  2 m n (4.9.9)
J f = 2(Ji T  J2 ~b J3 ~h ^4) (4.9.10)
m  =  m£ +  mb (4.9.12)
Jo =  in f 2 +  J f (4.9.11)
3) Controls have not been assumed.
C h a p te r  5
Solu tion  to  th e  D esign 
O p tim iza tio n  P ro b lem
5.1 In tro d u ctio n
This chapter presents solution to the design optimization problem. Section 5.2 presents 
the intended motor operation scheme to achieve our objective. Section 5.3 starts with 
the assumptions made for obtaining maximum stance angle and then presents solution 
to the maximum stance angle dQmax. Section 5.4 presents the overall solution procedure. 
Section 5.5 presents a procedure for verifying the optimized biped design by simulating 
its performance under control.
5.2 M otor O p eration  S ch em e
DC motors offer very versatile operation schemes for the user. These operation methods 
depend on what we want to achieve. As mentioned earlier, our objective is to bring the 
biped from position OA to OB as shown in Figure 2-7 and balance in position OB. To 
achieve this, we intend to utilize the full potential of DC motors. DC motors can be 
operated in any of the four quadrants. Figure 5-1 gives a typical torque speed curve 
of a DC motor for four quadrant operation. It is possible to utilize a torque equal to 
2 x N  x Stall Torque for achieving our objective by the following motor operation scheme.
Starting from a stationary dual-leg support stance,
(1) Supply —Vmax, the maximum supply voltage to the motor terminals to 
accelerate the body in the direction shown in Figure 3-3 until the body speed
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2*Stall torque ^Torque
d-No Load Speed
-N o Load Speed
Figure 5-1: Torque Vs Speed Curve of a typical DC Motor.
reaches - N° s^reat i
(2) At this moment, change the polarity to be on the +Vmax curve thus utilizing 
a reaction torque of 2 X N  X Stall Torque on the leg in the direction shown in 
Figure 3-3. Maximum torque will be applied to the hip causing the biped to 
rise. As the body decelerates and reverses direction of spin, the output torque 
will follow +Vmax curve of Figure 5-1.
Considering the actuator classification based on the direction of energy flow [9] we are 
using each motor as type 1 actuator. A type 1 actuator is the one that consumes energy 
during all work modes (positive, negative, isometric) and is the least efficient [9]. We use 
it nevertheless in order to avoid complicating our design with a brake or a scheme for 
regenerative braking.
It must be noted here that the achievable torque depends on the specified duty cycle 
and higher torques can be achieved for short durations than for long or continuous periods.
We feel that the above operation scheme will maximize the initial angle 9q that the 
biped is able to recover. This is because the scheme utilizes maximum control effort. As 
shown in the next section, this scheme also allows an analytical solution for that angle,
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5.3 M ax im u m  S tan ce A n g le
This section presents a closed form solution for determining the maximum stance angle 
Oomax- Sub-section 5.3.1 presents the assumptions made in obtaining this solution. Then 
Sub-section 5.3.2 derives an expression for computing 0omax.
Because this solution is based on a linear model, it is approximate. Nevertheless, it 
is very accurate and avoids determining 0omax by an iterative process which would slow 
down the design optimization algorithm.
5.3.1 A ssum ption s
Assumptions made in deriving a closed form solution to 0omax are as given below.
(1 ) Since sinxi =  x\ for X\ < 30°, system dynamics will be linearized.
(2) Since the body position (state, x4) has no influence on any other state, it 
will be ignored.
(3) Temperature of the rotor (state, x$) has no influence on dynamic behaviour 
of the system. Hence it will be ignored.
(4) Control u is limited by the simple constraint < Vmax.
Note that the states X4 & £ 5  will be considered for final simulations only, especially 
state-5 to ensure that the motor temperature specifications will not exceed. Also, refer to 
Section 3.8 and Figure 3-2 for state (.Ti ..£4 ) definitions.
5.3.2 Solution to M axim um  Stance A ngle O o m a x
With the assumptions as stated in section 5.3.1 and by setting the control voltage u to 
the maximum supply voltage Vmax, equation (3.9.3) reduces to
X  — Ax T BVrnax
Where
1 0 
0 S 1 2  
0 S 22
(5.3.1)
(5.3.2)
(5.3.3)
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x =
X i
X2
X3
(5.3.4)
B =
0
Ti (5.3.5)
.  T* .
Equation (5.3.1) is a linear differential equation of the first order which has particular 
and homogeneous solutions.
P articu lar  In tegral
The particular integral is given by
X n = — A 1 BVrr
Let the matrix representation of (5.3.6) be
x n =
Xp  i
Xp2
%p3
H om ogen eou s So lu tion
Let, A1? A2 and A3  be the eigen values of A and
V11 ^ 1 2 Vl3
V21 , ^ 2  = ^ 2 2 , v3 = V2 3
3^1
.  1/32 . . y 3 3 .
eigen vectors of matrix-A.
Then homogeneous solution is given by
x h = Ci EieAlf +  C2V2eA2t +  C3 P3 eA3<
(5.3.6)
(5.3.7)
(5.3.8)
(5.3.9)
Where, Ci, C2 and C3  are constants.
Based on physical intuition, we assume two eigen values will be negative and one will 
be positive (unstable) i.e., let Ai < 0, A2 < 0 and A3  > 0. The eigen value A3  > 0 
corresponds to unstable dynamics associated with the unstable equilibrium position of the 
inverted pendulum model. Because we are looking for a stable solution, we set C 3  =  0
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thus eliminating the part of the solution which is responsible for instability. This means 
that the initial angle Oo will be such that the step input Vmax will bring the pendulum 
exactly to the unstable equilibrium position. Substituting C3  =  0 in equation (5.3.9) the 
stable solution to our linearized system (5.3.1) is as given below.
x(t) = Cl V1ex' t + C2V2ex*, + xp(5.3.10)
We will be initiating walking from the stationary dual-leg support phase with our 
intended motor operation scheme. Hence, the conditions at the start of walking are £2 (0 ) = 
0o(O) = 0 and £3(0) =  #i(0) =  and t =  0. Using these initial conditions, the
equation (5.3.10) can be solved for constants C\ and C2 as given below.
Cl V21 V22
- 1
£ p 2 (5.3.11)= 1
c 2 V31 U32 max />. „_ “  I<bN  ~  a P 3
The solution to xi(t) from equation (5.3.10) can be written as given below.
Xl{t) = C iVn ex' t + C 2Vi2ex*t + xpl. (5.3.12)
In the stationary dual-leg support phase i.e., when t = 0, £ 1  will be maximum. Hence, 
substituting t = 0 in equation (5.3.12) the solution to the maximum stance angle is as 
given below.
$ 0  max = CiVn  + C2 V12 +  £pl (5.3.13)
Where, C\ and C2 are calculated from equation (5.3.11).
5.4 S o lu tion  to  O p tim ized  B iped
This section sets out the procedure for solving the design optimization problem posed in 
Chapter 4. Sub-section 5.4.1 presents solution to body design. Sub-section 5.4.2 presents 
solution to design of leg assemblies.
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STEP 1. For each motor and gear box combination determine an optimal biped 
design by the following procedure.
Choose £, mb and b to minimize the ratio
b
t
Where b is chosen to satisfy
^Ooptip'i 0  — ^ O m o i ( ^ )
Here, 90opt is given by (4.2.9) and 90max(b, mb, £) is a complicated 
function that is evaluated by the following procedure :
a. Design Body and Legs to satisfy constraints (4.7.1),
(4.8.6) , (4.8.24), (4.8.25), (4.8.28), (4.9.1), (4.9.2),
(4.9.7) , (4.9.3) and (4.9.8).
(The procedure for this is described in Sub­
sections 5.4.1 and 5.4.2)
b. Form linear model (5.3.1)
c. Compute 9omax using the procedure described in Subsec­
tion 5.3.2.
From results of step 1
STEP 2. Choose the motor and gear box combination that results in the lowest j 
ratio.
STEP 3. Verify that an accurate nonlinear simulation of the resulting biped behaves 
as expected under linear regulator control and respects constraints (4.3.3), 
(4.3.4), (4.3.7), (4.4.3), (4.5.1) and (4.5.3). Controller design and 
simulations are covered in Section 5.5.
The following algorithm shows how step 1 optimization was actually implemented.
Determine Copt from 
rnjn ~(C m b o p t i  bopi)
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Where, mbopt is determined from
min ^(£, mb, bopt) 
m b t
Where, bopt is determined from
ITlin \@0opt(b : f) ^Omar(^) I
0
Note that i opt  turned out to be the smallest i  i.e., i opt — £m in -
5.4.1 Solution to B ody Design
The aim of this solution is to select body design parameters (Figure 4-9) /ir , uy, td and yield 
strength of the material of the body S Y body for given variables £, b and mb to maximize 
Jb subject to satisfying constraints (4.7.1), (4.8.6), (4.8.24), (4.8.25) and (4.8.28). This 
solution procedure is as given below.
1. Select minimum yield strength of the aluminium alloy to be used for the body from 
set (4.7.1) which satisfies constraint (4.8.6).
2. In order to maximize J&, the mass should be distributed away from the hip axis 
which implies that the disc thickness should be as small as possible. Hence, constraint 
(4.8.24) can be expressed as an equality constraint as given below.
td — max(td\, tdii td3i t-d4) (5.4.1)
The disc thickness can be finalized by using the equation (5.4.1).
3. Again, for the same reason as mentioned in step 2, we set width of the rim equal to 
width of the biped based on the criteria (4.8.25) as given below.
wr =  ws (5.4.2)
4. Calculate mass of the hub and disc using equations (4.8.30) and (4.8.31) respectively.
5. For the configuration of the body shown in Figure 4-9, mass of the hub plus mass of 
the disc should always be less than mb. If  this is true, we go through the following steps. 
Otherwise, we go to step 6.
a. Compute the mass of the rim by solving the equation (4.8.29) for mrim.
TTlrim  —  ^Tlb ^Tlhub disc (5.4.3)
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b. Compute rim thickness hr by substituting (5.4.3) in equation (4.8.32) and 
solve for hr as given below.
K  = b ± Jb* -  (mt ~ ™iisc~ (5.4.4)V np(wr - t d) v ’
The larger root is meaningless because it implies hr > b which is physically im­
possible for the assumed configuration of the body. Hence, hr can be computed 
using smaller root as given below.
hr =  b -  Jb* -  ( m t  ~  ™disc ~ (5.4.5)V 'p(Wr - t d )  y ’
c. If hr computed by equation (5.4.5) satisfies constraint (4.8.28) then compute 
mass moment of inertia of the body by using equation (4.8.33).
d. If the rim thickness hr computed by equation (5.4.5) does not satisfy con­
straint (4.8.28), we set hr as given below.
h r —  t  F  ab (5.4.6)
Now, compute wr by substituting (5.4.6) in equation (4.8.32) and solving for 
rim width wr as given below.
, i (^6 TUdisc FIT'hub)wr = td -1-------—----------5——
np(2btFab -  t2Fab)
Then, compute mass moment of inertia of the body by equation (4.8.33).
6. Note that this step is only for the special case when rridisc +  mhub > m b- If the 
computed mass of the hub and the disc in step 4 are such that their sum is greater than 
mf,, it implies the fact that there is not enough mass to configure the body as shown in 
Figure 4-9. This condition is a special case and we may have to configure the body as 
shown in Figure 5-2. The mass of the body for this special case is as given below.
TTlb — 'hTlfiub T Thldisc (5.4.8)
We solve equation (5.4.8) for the mass of the disc as given below.
rrtdisc = mb -  m hub (5.4.9)
This special configuration of the body sets the body radius b which can be obtained by 
substituting (5.4.9) in equation (4.8.31) and solving for b as shown below.
b = (mb -  m hub) 9d2 
7rtdp 4 9
(5.4.10)
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Figure 5-2: Configuration of the Body without Rim.
The mass moment of inertia of the body for this special case is as given below.
J b  —  J h u b  T J d i s c  (5.4.11)
Where, J h u b  and J d i s c  are given respectively by equations (4.8.34) and (4.8.35).
5 .4 .2  S o lu tio n  to  D esign  of Leg A ssem blies
Aim of this solution is to select the cross section of the legs [g^ , t(] and width of the foot u>e 
(Figure 4-14) for given £, m& and b to minimize Je subject to constraints (4.9.1), (4.9.2), 
(4.9.3) and (4.9.8). This solution procedure is as given below.
1. Select minimum outside diameter of the legs de and corresponding minimum 
cross section thickness te from standard aluminium alloy tube set (4.9.3) to 
satisfy constraints (4.9.1) and (4.9.2).
2. Select minimum width of the foot we to satisfy constraint (4.9.8) as given 
below.
A clearance of 3mm is assumed between the body and the leg as shown in 
Figure 4-14. If, width of the rim is equal to ws then width of the foot will 
be set equal to wr -f de + 3mm. In case wr < ws, the width of the foot will 
be selected such that it is always greater than or equal to ws maintaining a
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minimum gap of 3mm between the body and the leg. Also, for the configuration 
of the body without rim the width of the foot will be set equal to ws.
Choosing the cross section of the legs and the width of the foot as explained 
in steps 1 and 2 respectively will minimize J£.
3. Compute mass of the leg assemblies by equation (4.9.9).
4. Evaluate mass moment of inertia of leg assemblies by constraint (4.9.10).
5. Compute total mass of the biped by equation (4.9.12).
6. Finally, arrive at the effective mass moment of inertia Jo by equation 
(4.9.11).
Note that the leg length £ selected should respect the constraint (4.9.7).
5.5 V erifica tion  by S im u la tio n
As a final step, it is essential to check whether the biped behaves as expected and also re­
spects constraints (4.3.3), (4.3.4), (4.3.7), (4.4.3), (4.5.1) and (4.5.3) under an appropriate 
control. Sub-section 5.5.1 presents a procedure for designing a linear regulator controller. 
Sub-section 5.5.2 presents a procedure for accurate nonlinear simulation of the biped under 
linear regulator control.
5.5.1 Controller D esign
We have assumed linear quadratic regulator control to simulate the behaviour of our 
biped. In this section, we present a method of determining the feedback gain matrix. This 
determination of state feedback gain matrix K r is based on our linear model (5.3.1) where, 
x = state vector (n-vector), 
u =  control vector (r-vector),
A = nxn constant matrix,
B =  nxr Constant matrix.
While designing control systems, it is important that we choose the control u(t) such 
that the given performance index is minimized. It can be proved that a quadratic perfor­
mance index such as
(5.5.1)
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Where, L(y, u) is a quadratic function of y & u ( y is a linear function of x and u ) and 
will yield linear control law i.e., u(t) =  —K rx(t), where K r is r x n matrix. Therefore, the 
design of optimal regulator systems based on such quadratic performance indexes boils 
down to determination of elements of the matrix K r [14].
Let, x’i, X2 and motor current be outputs of the system. Motor current has been 
considered as an output because it is a function of state £ 3  and control u. Hence, these 
outputs can be written as given below.
V1 =  xi
V2 =  x 2 
K bN  1 
y3 = ~ — X 3 + R U
The state-space representation of the outputs of the system is
y\ 1 0 0 X \ 0
y2 r= 0 1 0 X2 + 0
2/3 0 0 ^ x3 i
which can be rewritten as given below.
y =  Cx  +  Du
(5.5.2)
(5.5.3)
(5.5.4)
(5.5.5)
(5.5.6)
The MATLAB function to calculate feedback gain matrix K r is as given below.
[Kr] =  lqry(A, B , C, D, Q, z) (5.5.7)
such that, the feedback law u = —K rx minimizes the cost function
J -/<yT Q y + u)dt (5.5.8)
subject to the constraint equations (5.3.1) and (5.5.6). Here, Q decides penalty on the 
output and z decides penalty on the control. For our problem, we choose Q and z as 
follows.
Q = 0 1
^  Gyr o
0 0
2  =
■ 1
V2L m a x
i 2m o
(5.5.9)
(5.5.10)
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Here, 0omax  is the maximum stance angle obtained from the solution presented in Section 
5.3.2, ±u>Gyro is the maximum angular velocity that the rate gyro can measure (Chapter 
7), imax is the maximum supply current to the motor and Vmax is the maximum supply 
voltage to the motor. YVe feel that the choice of Q and z based on practical limitations of 
the system will continuously drive all the states towards their desired values with minimum 
control effort or minimum output errors.
5.5.2 Simulation
Once the feedback gain matrix K r is computed, we apply linear control u = — K r-X to 
the nonlinear plant as shown in Figure 5-3. Where, x = /(x , u) is the nonlinear plant 
which is given by equation (3.9.3) and K r_ = [Kr, 0, 0] is the feedback gain matrix for 
the complete system. Also, the control u based on current state and feedback gain matrix 
K r_, will be set to respect the constraints on voltage (4.3.3) and current (4.3.4) through 
the following saturation algorithm.
Usat — /(^ )
where
u = — K r jx
if, \u\ V m ax ) then usaf — sic/n(u^\/rna:[•.
Then, i =
if, |/| 5* Irnai:i then l — ® ^^(^)^ai
usat  — T  I i b N X3 .
Runge Kutta numerical integration method is used to simulate our system. The time 
for this continuous system simulation was set from 0 —> Tsim. Where, T5;m is the total 
simulation time which we have set at 2 seconds. Note that for a pendulum of length 0.25m, 
period of oscillation is about one second. However, total simulation time of 2 seconds will 
be verified after simulation (Chapter 8). Initial values of all the five states i.e., when time 
t =  0 are as follows.
a r i(O )  =  0 .9 9 0 0 m « !  =  M 0 )
x2(o) =  0 =  e0(o)
■T3(o) =  =  «1(0)
x4(0) = f  = «i(0) 
x5(0) = 25 =  r moior(0)
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x = /( x, u ) y = Cx + Du
yi
y2
y3
Figure 5-3: Representation of State Feedback Control
Where, 0omax is given by equation (5.3.13) and is our estimate of the largest dual-leg 
support value of do that allows recovery to a balanced single-leg equilibrium. The initial 
angular velocity £2(0) of the stance leg is zero because we will be initiating walking from 
the stationary dual-leg support phase. The initial angular speed of the body £3(0) is set 
at — 7v£/v accoi'ding to our intended motor operation scheme presented in Section 5.2. The 
initial position of the body £4(0) which has no influence on dynamics has been set at j .  
The initial temperature of the motor £5(0) has been set at 25°C ambient [17].
We have observed that recovery of our system to a balanced vertical position is very 
sensitive to £i(0), the initial stance angle. For this reason, we normally set £i(0) to a 
value that is slightly less than our estimate (e.g., £i(0) =  0.99#omax)- A few designs were 
unable to recover with this initial value of stance angle. In such cases, we tried different 
multiplication factors in the range of 0.8 to 0.99 for 6om a x . One could easily finalize on a 
particular value of £ i(0) by repeating the simulations for a few different values of £ i(0) 
and picking a value which results in a stable transition from the dual-leg support phase 
to a balanced vertical position.
C h ap ter  6
R e s u lts
The solution procedure to obtain optimized biped presented in Chapter 5, Section 5.4 was 
implemented in MATLAB. This chapter presents results obtained from this MATLAB 
routine (appendix C) for various motors. It begins by presenting broad criteria for selecting 
few actuator sets to try in our design optimization routine. Section 6.2 will present various 
results and finally point out the most optimized biped obtained so far.
6.1 Actuator Set Selection
Numerous traditional electromagnetic actuators, specially DC motors and brushless DC 
motors are available in the market. To select a few actuator sets out of them for our 
application is a difficult task. Hence, an attempt is made in this section to present some 
important characteristics of motors which are relevant to achieve our objective. These 
characteristics will enable us to select few actuator sets from various manufacturer cata­
logues to try in our algorithm. We followed the same approach as in [13] for analyzing 
the DC motor parameters in terms of motor “muscle” and motor constant. This section 
begins by presenting the motor “muscle” which we feel is important to our application. 
Sub-section 6.1.2 discusses the motor constant and combined motor parameter. Sub­
section 6.1.3 stresses the importance of stall torque. The final sub-section presents the 
criteria for selecting actuator sets.
6.1 .1  M otor M uscle
The most important motor specifications that one has to look for in selecting DC motors 
for robotic applications are the P^ ; ’s ratio and ratio.
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High rati° is a general requirement for all robots [13]. The P^ esrs ratio is an
indicator of the total system limit (motor plus accompanying amplifier) [13]. The l^%ss 
ratio plays a vital role in direct drive robotic applications.
6.1 .2  M otor C onstant and C om bined M otor Param eter  
Motor Constant
The ratio depends on the torque produced by the motor. In SI units K% — lib ,
hence the motor torque equation (3.5.5) can be written as given below.
Tm = I' i r ~  (6' L1)
Where
K m  = y =  (6 .1.2)
K m is defined as the motor constant. As long as the conductor area in the slot is the 
same, the motor constant K m is virtually independent of motor speed, input current and 
of how the motor is wound (number of turns) [13]. It can be shown that continuous motor 
torque is given by
T~cont — K m yj P{oss cont (6.1.3)
1 --> 30mm Sq 
x --> 40mm Sq 
* --> 50mm Sq
0.5 0.6
Motor Mass Kg
Figure 6-1: M otor C onstant I \m Vs M otor Mass.
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The motor constant I \m implies a fundamental fact about motors that it is
necessary to dissipate power in windings to produce torque (refer Equation 6.1.3). The 
higher the constant, the larger the exerted torque becomes and lower the power consumed. 
Figure 6-1 plots K m versus mass for a range of PITTMAN brushless DC motors. It is 
evident that K m rises approximately linearly with motor mass with a cross sectional 
dimensional dependence [13]. Figure 6-1 clearly indicates that greater torque can be 
achieved at the expense of motor dimension and mass.
C o m b in e d  M o to r  P a r a m e t e r
The dissipated power causes heat which must be transferred away to prevent overheating. 
This is determined by the thermal/mechanical design of the motor. This ability to transfer 
heat is indicated by (thermal conductance) which indicates how many dissipated watts 
are produced per °C temperature rise. Motor constant indicates howr much torque is 
produced per dissipated watt. Hence, motor constant K m and can be combined as 
W ^ c ) Prov^ e a s n^§le parameter that indicates the amount of torque that can 
be continuously sustained for a given winding temperature.
~  30
+ --> 30mm Sq 
x —> 40mm Sq 
* —> 50mm Sq
0.5 0.6
Motor Mass Kg
Figure 6-2: Combined Parameter Vs Motor Mass.
Figure 6-2 shows the variation of this combined parameter with respect to motor mass 
for PITTMAN brushless DC motors. When compared in this manner, seemingly disparate 
motor designs often end up with the same torque capability [13].
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6.1 .3  Stall Torque
Stall torque is another important parameter which will be useful in producing greater 
torques for short durations. Stall torque is a function of motor torque constant, terminal 
resistance and supply voltage and is as given below.
_ K t v
Tpeak stall  — (6.1.4)
6.1 .4  Criteria For Selecting A ctuator  Sets
This section summarizes the criteria for selecting motors to form an actuator set from 
various manufacturer catalogues. These criteria were formulated keeping our objectives 
in view and based on the discussions presented in previous sections. They are presented 
below in an order of importance.
(1) In order to keep the biped small, mass of the motor should be between 0.1 
kg to 0.5 kg.
(2) Availability of appropriate reduction units with versatile reduction ratios 
and encoders.
(3) Availability of relevant motor, gear, encoder and amplifier specifications.
(4) Compare motor constant K m of various motors having the same mass and 
select the one with largest K m.
(5) Generally, manufacturers specify various windings for each motor. Com­
pare torque constant K t among various windings and select the winding with 
largest value of K t.
It was observed that the motors compared in this way also had greater values of 
combined motor parameter as well as peak stall torque Tpeak stau.
6.2 O ptim ization R esults
After studying about 25 manufacturer catalogues of DC and brushless DC motors, the 
selection boiled down to MAXON and PITTMAN motors. Others were rejected because 
of (1) unsuitable size, an^ Pmass rati°s> (2) non-availability of motor specifications,
suitable reduction units and actuators in the mass range of 0.1 to 0.5 kg, (3) reduction
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units with eccentric shafts. Important criteria for motor selection as discussed in Section
6.1 was also considered in evaluating them.
Sub-section 6.2.1 gives the specifications of the best biped obtained out of 19 Maxon 
DC motors. Sub-section 6.2.2 gives parameters of the best biped obtained out of 10 
Pittm an brushless DC motors. Sub-section 6.2.3 presents the characteristics of the best 
biped design obtained out of six Maxon brushless DC motors. Sub-section 6.2.4 compares 
specifications presented in Sections 6.2.1 - 6.2.3 and points out the most optimized biped 
obtained so far which will be considered for further detailed design.
6.2 .1  B ip ed  D esign  w ith  M axon DC M otors
Out of 19 Maxon motors [17] tried in simulations, the best design was achieved by 
Maxon_990 motor with a gear ratio of 33.2. The specifications of this motor is attached as 
Appendix D. It has resulted in a |  ratio of 0.7128. Figure 6-3 gives the plots of versus 
gear set number for each of these motors. Each line in Figure 6-3 represents a particular 
motor from a set of 19 Maxon DC motors. Each of these motors can have a gear ratio 
selected from a set size of 7 (Appendix D) resulting in 7 different values of For each 
and every motor, straight lines are drawn through points of intersection of ^£1 and the 
corresponding gear ratio set number. The resulting biped has a leg length (0.2028 m) to 
stride (0.175 m) ratio of 1.16. Also, this biped can rise itself to vertical balance position 
from an angle of 25.6°. The design parameters of the biped with this DC motor is listed 
in Table 6.2.1.
Table 6.2.1: Biped Design Parameters-Motor: Maxon_990, N: 33.2.
vy  m a x 19.4, Volts b 0.1446, m hr 0.0024, m te 9.1 * 10 4, m
I m a x 3.7, Ampere w r 0.04, m we 0.072, m m b 0.657, kg
i 0.2028, m id 0.0024, m de 0.0095, m m a 0.438, kg
me 0.5083, kg Jt 0.0014, kgm2 m 1.166, kg Jb 0.0089, kgm2
6 .2 .2  B ip ed  D esign  w ith  P ittm a n  B rush less D C  M otors
Out of 10 Pittm an [16] brushless DC motors tried in simulations, Pittman_3112_43 (Wind­
ing No. 4, 3 Phase) motor with a reduction ratio of 24 gave the best design. The spec­
ifications of this actuator is given as Appendix E. The voltage and current meet their
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BEST MOTOR-MAXON_990 resulted b_opt/l=0.7!28
Gear Ratio Set No.
Figure 6-3: BOLopt. for 19 Maxon DC Motors.
amplifier and power electronics limitations of 0-7 Ampere and 0-70 V dc supply to the 
motor [16]. This actuator and reduction gear combination gives a |  ratio of 0.5729. Figure 
6-4 gives plots of b-2fL versus gear set number for each of these motors. Each line in Figure 
6-4 represents a particular motor from a set of 10 Pittm an Brushless DC motors. Each of 
these motors can have a gear ratio selected from a set size of 10 (Appendix E) resulting 
in 10 different values of For each and every motor, straight lines are drawn through
points of intersection of and the corresponding gear ratio set number. The resulting
biped has a leg length (0.2188 m) to stride (0.23 m) ratio of 0.95. Also, this biped can 
rise itself to vertical balance position from an angle of 31.6°. Table 6.2.2 gives the design 
parameters of the biped for this actuator.
Table 6.2.2: Biped Design Parameters-Motor: Pittman_3112_43, N: 24.
vy m ax 37.5, Volts b 0.1253, m h,r 0.0056, m it 1 * 10~3, m
^max 7, Ampere w r 0.0776, m Wl 0.092, m m b 1.2534, kg
t 0.2188, m td 0.0024, m d t 0.012, m m a l .o i, kg
m i 1.122, kg Ji 0.003, kgm 2 m 2.3761, kg Jb 0.0157, kgm 2
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BEST MOTOR-PITTMAN_3112_43
resulted-> b_opt/l=0.5729
Gear Ratio Set No.
Figure 6-4: BOLopt. for 10 Pittman Brushless DC Motors.
6.2 .3  B ip ed  D esign  w ith  M ax o n  B ru sh le ss  E C  M o to rs
Six of these were tried in simulations. Results indicate that the best design is given by 
Maxon_136 motor with a reduction ratio of 19.2. The characteristics of this motor is given 
as Appendix F. Figure 6-5 gives plots of versus gear set number for each of these 
motors. Each line in Figure 6-5 represents a particular motor from a set of 6 Maxon 
Brushless EC motors. Each of these motors can have a gear ratio selected from a set 
size of 8 (Appendix F) resulting in 8 different values of For each and every motor, 
straight lines are drawn through points of intersection of and the corresponding gear 
ratio set number. Table 6.2.3 gives the design variables. This design gives the lowest |  
ratio (0.544) and the greatest step length of 0.249. The resulting biped has a leg length 
(0.2302 m) to stride (0.246) ratio of 0.93. Also, this biped can rise itself to vertical balance 
position from an angle of 32.4°. This biped can also climb a slope of 32.4°.
Table 6.2.3: Biped Design Parameters-Motor: Maxon_136, N: 19.2.
vY m a x 29, Volts 6 0.1252, m h r 0.0042, m te 1 * 10"3, m
l-max 10, Ampere w r 0.0818, m we 0.0968, m m b 1.0339, kg
£ 0.2302, m i d 0.0024, m d e 0.012, m m a 0.8, kg
m e 0.9176, kg Je 0.0032, k g m 2 m 1.9515, kg J b 0.013, k g m 2
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BEST MOTOR-4 (MAXON_136)-resulted b_opt/l=0.5438
Gear Ratio Set No.
Figure 6-5: BOLopt. for 6 Maxon Brushless EC Motors.
6 .2 .4  B ip e d  C o n sid e red  fo r th e  D e ta ile d  D esign
Comparing specifications presented in Tables 6.2.1 - 6.2.3, the biped resulted from Maxon_ 
136 brushless DC motor with a gear ratio of 19.2 will be able to cross larger obstacles and 
can take larger strides than bipeds using other motors. This is because of it’s lower |  ratio 
and greater 0omax compared to corresponding results of Maxon DC and Pittman brushless 
DC motors. Furthermore, this has resulted in lower biped mass when compared to the 
biped mass resulting from the Pittman brushless DC motor. Therefore, this motor and 
reduction unit has resulted in the most optimized biped. The parameters of this biped 
(Table 6.2.3) are considered for further detailed design and verification. We refer to this 
biped as the best biped in later chapters.
Note : Simulation results obtained corresponding to the optimized biped pa­
rameters presented in Table 6.2.3 satisfies constraint (4.3.3), (4.3.4), (4.3.7), 
(4.4.3), (4.5.1) and (4.5.3). Also, this biped behaves as expected under linear 
quadratic regulator control. However, we choose to present these results in 
Chapter 8 after completing detailed design of the best biped.
C h a p te r  7
S p ec ifica tio n s  o f th e  B e s t B ip e d
7.1 In tro d u ctio n
This chapter presents specifications of components as well as overall specifications of the 
best biped after completing detailed design. The best motor and the associated gear box 
parameters corresponding to the best gear ratio were used in this detailed design. Also, 
design parameters of the best biped presented in Table 6.2.3 were used for detailed design. 
Sections 7.2 and 7.3 present the specifications of commercially available components and 
custom made components respectively. Section 7.4 presents the cost estimate for the best 
biped. Section 7.5 presents overall specifications of the best biped.
7.2 C o m m ercia lly -a v a ila b le  C o m p o n en ts
Commercially available components of our best biped are given in Table 7.2.1. This section 
presents specifications of these components. Sub-sections 7.2.1, 7.2.2 and 7.2.3 present the 
specifications of the best motor, the motor control unit and the encoder respectively. Sub­
section 7.2.4 gives the specifications of the best reduction unit. Sub-section 7.2.8 present 
the specifications of the rate gyro. Sub-section 7.2.9 present the specifications of the tilt 
sensor and the tilt sensor signal conditioner.
7.2.1 M otor
As concluded in Chapter 6, Section 6.2, the best biped resulted from a brushless DC 
motor Maxon, EC - 032 - 060 - 36 - EAB200B [17] which was designated as Maxon_136 
in our algorithm. Electronically commuted maxon EC motors are high quality DC mo­
tors using Neodymium (NdFe) magnets. In contrast to maxon DC motors, the iron-less
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Table 7.2.1: Commercially available components
C om p on en ts Q u an tity
Motors 2
Reduction Units 2
Encoders 2
Motor Control Units 2
Rate Gyros 2
Electrolytic Tilt Sensors 2
Tilt Sensor Signal Conditioner 2
Table 7.2.2: Specifications of the Best Motor Part-A.
A ssign ed  pow er rating W 40
N om in a l V oltage Volt 48
N o load speed rpm 11400
Stall torq ue mNm 330
S p e e d /to r q u e  grad ien t rpm/mNm 34.8
N o  load current mA 61.6
T erm inal resistan ce  phase to  phase Ohm 5.8
M ax. p erm issib le  sp eed rpm 17000
M ax. continu ous current at 5000 rpm A 0.928
P erm issib le  continu ous pow er loss W 7.8
M ax. efficiency % 83.6
Torque con stan t m Nm /A 39.9
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winding is stationary whereas the permanent magnet rotates in the field of three-phase 
electronically commuted field. Rotor position sensing is accomplished using three magnetic 
sensors [17]. Specifications of this motor are given in tables 7.2.2 and 7.2.3.
Table 7.2.3: Specifications of the Best Motor Part-B.
Speed constant rpm/V 239
M echanical tim e constant ms 11
R otor inertia gem2 30
Term inal inductance (Phase to Phase) mH 0.96
Therm al resistance housing - am bient K/W 10.3
Therm al resistance rotor - housing K/W 2.5
W eight o f the m otor g 210
Length o f the m otor mm 60
D iam eter o f the m otor mm 032
M ax. perm issible winding °C +  125
tem perature
A m bient tem perature °C -20/+125
7.2.2 M otor Control U nit
As mentioned in Chapter 2, these motor control units are kept off-board. Two Maxon 
MMC-SC070 motor control units are required to commutate and to control two of the 
biped motors independently. The Maxon electronic commutation control MMC-SC070 is 
a PWM servo amplifier. It enables rotor angle dependant, sinusoidal motor currents and 
the control of speed and torque of Maxon EC motors. Some important specifications of 
this control unit are given in Table 7.2.4. However, refer [17] for complete specifications.
7.2.3 Encoder
As mentioned in Chapter 2, accurate digital encoders have to be attached to respective 
motor shafts to detect the position of the body with respect to stance leg. Each of the 
biped motors is integrated with a digital encoder Maxon, HP HEDS 5500 which works on 
photoelectric principle. A LED emits light through the indexed code wheel, which is rigidly 
mounted on the motor shaft. The receiver (phototransistor) converts the light/dark pulses
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Table 7.2.4: Specifications of the Motor Controller.
S upp ly  vo ltage VDC 24 to 70
V AC 18
M ax im um  C u rre n t A 14
O u tp u t C u rre n t C o n tinuous A 8
W eight g 900
T e m p e ra tu re
Storage °C -40..85
Operation ° c -10..+70
into corresponding electrical signals which are subsequently conditioned and amplified in 
the associated miniature electronic system. The encoder output can be used to find the 
direction of rotation, position and to count number of rotations. Some of the im portant 
specifications of this encoder are presented in Table 7.2.5. Refer to [17] for complete 
specifications.
Table 7.2.5: Specifications of the Encoder.
Supp ly  vo ltage 5V ±  10%
R ise tim e 200ns
Fall tim e 50ns
N u m b e r o f channels 2
C o u n ts  p e r  tu rn 500
O p era tin g  T e m p e ra tu re -20 to +  100 °C
M I of code w heel < O.Qgm2
M ax. acce le ra tio n 250 000 rad /s2
M ax. o u tp u t c u rre n t p e r  channel 5mA
P h a se  sh ift 90°e ±  45°
D im ensions 41mm * 30mm * 18.3mm
w eight 20g
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7.2 .4  P lanetary  G earhead
As concluded in Chapter 6 and in Subsection 6.2.4, the best motor Maxon_136 along with 
the best planetary gear box with a reduction ratio of 19.2 resulted in the best biped. This 
gear ratio will be obtained in two stages [17]. These planetary gearheads are particularly 
suitable for the transmission of high torque and are equipped with ball bearings. Maxon 
product number for this gearhead is 2932.702 - 0019.0 - 000 [17]. Specifications of this 
gearhead is given in Tables 7.2.6 & 7.2.7
Table 7.2.6: Specifications of the Planetary Gearhead Part-A.
Planetary gearhead straight teeth
Bearing at output ball bearing
Radial play, 5mm from flange max. 0.08mm
Max. permissible axial load 120N
Max. permissible force for press fits 120N
Average backlash no load/stage < 0.9°
Recommended input speed <4000 rpm
Table 7.2.7: Specifications of the Planetary Gearhead Part-B.
Recommended temperature -20/4-80 °C
No. of Stages 2
Efficiency 0.6
Max. radial load 140N at 12 mm
Weight 170g
Dimensions L = 36.1mm & D = 032mm
Shaft diameter dg =  05.5mm
7.2 .5  O utput R esolu tion
Effective resolution of leg angle can be determined by using reduction gear and encoder 
specifications. The resolution can be computed by the following equation.
(Counts per turn) * N
(7.2.1)
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Since the gear ratio is 19.2 and encoder measures 500 counts per turn, the effective reso­
lution of the leg angle is 0.0375°.
7.2.6 R a te  G y ro
We will be using two rate gyros (Chapter 2) mounted one on each leg assembly to measure 
the position of the stance leg. We have envisaged to use Gyrostars manufactured by 
Murata, Manufacturing, Co., LTD., Japan [25] for this purpose. These Gyrostars measure 
angular velocity 90. Orientation 90 can be calculated by integration of angular velocity 
over time. The output of the device is a voltage proportional to the angular velocity 
relative to a reference. Thus Gyrostar mounted on each of the leg assembly bracket as 
shown in Dwg. 1019310011 measures the state X2 (#o) which will be integrated over time 
to yield Xi (9q).
Piezoceramic
detectors
Direction
Piezoceramh
vibrator
of vibration
Direction of 
rotation
Mounting
points
Figure 7-1: Gyrostar.
Inside this device is a triangular metal prism fixed at two points. This prism is forced to 
vibrate by the piezoelectric ceramic at 7KHz [26]. With no rotation around Z axis, each of 
the other two piezoelectric ceramics detect a large equal signal. When the prism is turned, 
it gets twisted such that the detectors receive different signals. This signal difference 
is examined by internal analogue circuits and brought out as a voltage proportional to 
angular velocity. Table 7.2.8 gives the specifications of ENC-05S [25] Gyrostar finalized 
for design.
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Table 7.2.8: Specifications of the Gyrostar.
Supply voltage 5.0VDC, 2.5VDC (Vref.)
Supply C urren t 7mA
M axim um  angular velocity ±90Deg/sec
Scale factor O.SmV/Deg/sec±20%
O utpu t VÖ = Vrej  ±  500mV at angular velocity =  0 
Vo ±  72mV DC ±20% at max. angular 
velocity
L inearity within ±5%
Scale factor offset within +10% -20% at working tempr. range
W orking tem pr. range -10° to +60°C
Dim ensions 20mm* 13mm *7mm
W eight 3.5g
This model was selected because it is more compact, light in weight and less expensive 
compared to the other model ENV - 05S. Some tests and compensation schemes have to 
be done for the successful use of this device. However, Gerharweib and his team [26] have 
done some tests on the model ENV - 05S. Their conclusions are as follows.
(1) Noise due to it’s own vibration at 7KHz can be suppressed.
(2) Over time, self heating induces error in “offset drift” .
(3) Device is highly linear. At 21°C, deviations are < 0.05°/sec from ideal line.
(4) Scale factor is 22 mV /  0 /sec ±  0.15% and offset is 0.50/sec/ °C.
Scale factor results in a proportional error in the angle which has to be compensated 
during integration. The offset error leads to continuous drift due to integration over time 
which is a problem [26]. These points have to be critically examined for the model ENC- 
05S, such that they should not degrade the control performance. The biped comes to rest 
from time to time (dual support phase). This gives the actual offset of the angle which 
can be used for compensating “offset error” . Also, the device should be maintained at 
constant temperature.
Since time constant of these rate gyros are small compared to tilt sensors we have 
planned to use rate gyros for single-leg support balance. Also, we have envisaged to use 
bubble inclinometers to estimate the ground slope and to correct for drift error in the rate
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gyros.
7.2 .7  E lectro ly tic  T ilt Sensor
Each leg assembly carries a bubble inclinometer as shown in the large Drawing 1019310011 
attached to this report. When they are connected in an appropriate electrical circuit they 
provide an output voltage proportional to the tilt angle and a phase indicative of tilt direc­
tion. It consists of a tubular glass envelope partially filled with an electrolytic fluid which 
contacts metal electrodes. When sensors are connected properly and levelled, an equal 
impedance to the common electrode will exist and digital voltmeter will indicate minimum 
(null) output. Tilting the level will cause an unbalanced impedance to common electrode 
and the output voltage will increase. This voltage is the useable output of the sensor 
and is proportional to the tilt angle. Spectron vertical sensing electrolytic potentiometer 
L-211U with housing 557A [27] is a single axis unit providing linear voltage output when 
the unit is tilted about the horizontal axis. The main advantage of these sensors is that 
they need not be mounted on feet. Some of the important characteristics [27] of the sensor 
Spectron L-211U are given in Table 7.2.9. However, for complete specifications refer [27].
Table 7.2.9: Specifications of the Electrolytic T ilt Sensor.
Tilt angle range (Deg) ±60
Output (mV/Deg/Volt excitation) 7.2±20%
Total null (mV at 3V 400Hz) 2
Repeatability at any angle 0.03 Deg.
Null repeatability 0.03
Linearity, Full scale (% of full sale) 5
Time constant (Seconds) 0.1±25%
Excitation voltage (Volts AC) 0.5 tO 5 (20 to 20,000Hz)
Operating tempr. range -40° to ±80°C
Dimensions 14mm* 13mm* 13mm
Weight 2g
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Tilt Sensor Signal C onditioner
Tilt sensor signal conditioner is required for (1) temperature compensation, (2) output gain 
adjustment for desired voltage, (3) sensor offset correction, (4) symmetry adjustment, (5) 
to develop the required AC sensor excitation. We have envisaged to use signal conditioning 
module SA40012 manufactured by [27]. Some of the important specifications of this signal 
conditioner is given in Table 7.2.10.
Table 7.2.10: Tilt Sensor Signal Conditioner Specifications.
Pow er requirem ent 5 V DC to 15 V DC
Supply C urren t 0.5 mA at 5 V DC; 0.9 mA at 15 V DC
Sensor Excitation 380 mV pp Square Wave
In p u t Im pedance 5 Megaohms.
O u tpu t Signals 50 mV < Vout < VDD - 1.5 V DC
Tim e C onstant 30 ms
Offset A djustm ent ±45 mV DC
O u tp u t Ripples 0.35% of Output Voltage
T em pera tu re  Coefficient 0.20% / °C at 1 V Output
T em peratu re  Coefficient 100 Microvolt /  °C at Null
O perating  tem pr. range -25° to ±70°C
R esistor Gain A djustm ent RG 10k —> oo
7.3 C u sto m -m a n u fa ctu red  C o m p o n en ts
Detailed design was completed for the best biped taking all the necessary parameters 
presented in Table 6.2.3. The Biped Walking Machine Assembly is as shown in Drawing- 
1019310011 attached to this report. Table 7.3.1 lists the custom-manufactured components 
and gives reference to drawings which are attached to this thesis. From these drawings , 
it is clear that there are some deviations in the implementation of the body and the leg 
to that considered for the design optimization. The major deviations are (1) the hub of 
the body is replaced by a simple lightweight coupling which can be bolted to the disc (ref. 
Dwg. 1019310011), (2) A ‘C’ shaped bracket has been introduced as shown in the Drawing 
1019310015 of leg assembly. These modifications were necessary to meet the assembly,
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manufacturing and cost aspects. The mass properties obtained from CAD modelling after 
detailed design of our best biped is given in Table 7.3.2. Deviations are not significant 
when these mass properties were compared with that obtained from simulations (Table 
6.2.3). However, simulations will be updated with these more realistic mass properties for 
final verifications covered in Chapter 8.
Table 7.3.1: Custom-manufactured Components.
C o m p o n en ts A lum in ium  alloy D raw ing  No. Q T Y .
Body 2024-T62 or 5083-H112 1019310012 1
Coupling 2014-T6 1019310013 1
Bracket 2014-T6 1019310014 2
Leg 6061-T6 1019310015 4
Leg Assembly - NA - 1019310016 2
Table 7.3.2: Biped Mass Properties from CAD Model.
m b m  £ m
1.0884, kg 0.979, kg 2.0742, kg
J b J e J o
0.0135, kgm2 0.00287, kgm 2 0.11278, kgm2
7.4  C ost E stim a te
Table 7.4.1 presents the cost of all commercially available components for our biped. Also, 
it presents material and fabrication costs of all the custom made components of the biped 
which also includes cost for assembling the biped.
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Table 7.4.1: Cost Estimate.
Item Q u an tity C ost (Aus. $) R em ark s
Motor 2 679.00 STD
Motor Controller 2 4118.00 STD
Reduction Gear 2 647.00 STD
Encoder 2 374.00 STD
Gyrostar 2 540.00 STD
Tilt sensor 2 876.00 STD
Tilt sensor signal 2 177.00 STD
conditioner
Material, Fabrication 1 2620.00 PRO PARTS
& Assembly of biped PTY LTD
Quotation
No: 94033
T otal 10031.00
7.5 O vera ll S p ec ifica tio n s o f  th e  B e st  B ip e d
This section presents the overall specifications of our best biped.
Biped Specifications
Mass
Overall Dimensions (Dual-leg support phase)
Overall Dimensions (Single-leg support phase)
Leg length to stride ratio
Maximum Slope tha t it can Climb
Maximum Size of the Obstacle tha t it can Cross
Leg length
Radius of the Body
Mass of the Body
Mass of the Leg Assemblies
Moment of Inertia of the Body
Moment of Inertia of the Leg Assemblies
2.0742, kg
0.25m x 0.39m X 0.277m 
0.25m x 0.46m x 0.277m 
0.93 
32.4°
0.07, m tall and 0.14, m long
0.2302, m
0.1252, m
1.0884, kg
0.979, kg
0.0135, kgm 2
0.00287, kgm 2
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Effective Moment of Inertia (Jo) 
Supply voltage to Motors 
Supply voltage to Encoders 
Supply voltage to Gyrostars 
Supply voltage to Tilt Sensors
0.11278, kgm2 
29 V DC 10 Amp 
5 V ±  10%
5 V DC, 2.5 V DC (Vref) 7 mA. 
5 V AC Peak to Peak, Square 
wave 1 KHz
C h ap ter 8
V erification  of th e  F in a l D esign  
th ro u g h  S im ulation
8.1 In tro d u ctio n
This chapter presents the final simulation results. The parameters of the best biped 
presented in Table 6.2.3 were updated using the mass properties presented in Table 7.3.2. 
Then the simulation procedure defined in Chapter 5 Section 5.5 was applied to obtain the 
results presented in this chapter. Section 8.2 presents simulation results which verify that 
the biped behaves as expected and satisfies all constraints. Section 8.3 verifies that the 
thermal model is valid.
8.2 B eh av iou r o f th e  B e st  B ip e d  U n d er  C on tro l
S tan ce  Leg A n gle  V ersus T im e
Figure 8-1 shows plot of stance leg angle 60 versus time. This plot indicates that the biped 
moves from OA to OB (Figure 2-7) and balances in vertical position from an initial angle 
of 0.99^omax (32.4°) as expected. Steady state value of 90 =  0 has been reached with a 
settling time of around 2 seconds without any oscillations and significant overshoot. The 
initial stance angle zi(0) =  32.4° respects the maximum angle limit of the tilt sensor as 
given in Table 7.2.9. Note that the electrical time constant of the motors envisaged for the 
biped is 0.17ms (Tables 7.2.2 & 7.2.3) which is faster than the settling time of 2 seconds. 
This substantiates our assumption of neglecting low inductance and damping values of 
the DC motor in developing a mathematical model for the single-leg support phase (recall
90
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discussions in Section 3.3).
ThetaO VS TIME PLOT OF THE BEST
MAXON BRUSHLESS DC MOTOR-MAXON_136
Time_Seconds
Figure 8-1: 6q  Vs. Time.
R a te  o f  S tan ce Leg V ersus T im e
Figure 8-2 shows plot of $0 versus time. This plot indicates that becomes zero with 
a settling time of 2 seconds before reaching a maximum value of about -1.5, Also, 
maximum angular velocity reached by stance leg does not violate Gyrostar limits given in 
Table 7.2.8.
ThetaOdot vs TIME PLOT OF THE BEST
MAXON BRUSHLESS DC MOTOR-MAXONJ36
Time-Seconds
Figure 8-2: 9q Vs. Time.
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B o d y  S p in  R a t e  a n d  B o d y  P o s i t io n  V ersus  T im e
Figure 8-3 shows plot of 6\ versus time. This plot indicates that the body spin rate reaches 
a steady state value of zero with a settling time of 2 seconds. Also, the maximum angular 
velocity reached by the body respects the gear box input speed limitations as discussed in 
Sub-section 4.4.2. Refer Table 7.2.6 for the recommended input speed of the gear box. 
Figure 8-4 plots the position of the body versus time.
Theta 1 dot vs TIME PLOT OF THE BEST 
MAXON BRUSHLESS DC MOTOR-MAXON_I36
Time_Seconds
Figure 8-3: 9\ Vs. Time.
jo 300
Theta 1 vs TIME PLOT OF THE BEST 
MAXON BRUSHLESS DC MOTOR-MAXON_136
Time-Seconds
Figure 8-4: 9\ Vs. Time.
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N orm al Foot Force Fn and Coefficient o f Friction g V ersus T im e
Figures 8-5 show the plot of normal reaction force Fn between the ground and foot versus 
time (recall discussions presented in Section 4.5). This plot indicates tha t the foot force 
constraint (4.5.1) is respected at all times and the foot stays in contact with the ground. 
Figure 8-6 shows variation of coefficient of friction between the ground and foot versus 
time. As discussed in Subsection 4.5.2 the biped walks on a rubber sheet spread on the 
ground whose coefficient of friction with solids is in the range of 1 - 4 [18]. Plot 8-6 
indicates that that the biped will not slip if the coefficient of friction between the ground 
surface and the support foot is maintained greater than 0.3. Since g will be maintained 
in the range of 1 to 4, the constraint (4.5.3) has been respected with a factor of safety of 
3 - 13.
Fn Vs TIME PLOT OF THE BEST 
MAXON BRUSHLESS DC-MOTOR M A X O N J36
Time Seconds
Figure 8-5: Normal Force Vs. Time.
C ontrol V oltage, Back em f and Current V ersus T im e
Figures 8-7 and 8-8 show variation of control voltage u and current versus time respectively. 
Plot 8-7 shows that the constraint (4.3.3) on control voltage u has been respected with 
saturation. Maximum supply voltage of 29 volts was used for this motor as given in Table
6.2.3. Also, control u reaches a steady state value of zero in a settling time of about 
2 seconds. Plot 8-8 indicates that the motor maximum current constraint (4.3.4) has 
been respected. Maximum supply current for this motor is < 14 amps as given in Table
7.2.4. The motor current reaches zero value with a settling time of 2 seconds without any
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Mue Vs TIME PLOT OF THE BEST
MAXON BRUSHLESS DC-MOTOR M AXONJ36
Time Seconds
Figure 8-6: Coefficient of Friction Vs. Time.
significant rise. Figure 8-9 shows variation of back emf versus time.
Control voltage TIME PLOT OF THE BEST 
MAXON BRUSHLESS DC MOTOR-MAXON_136
Time-Seconds
Figure 8-7: Control u Vs. Time.
M otor  T em p eratu re  V ersus T im e
Figure 8-10 shows the variation of temperature over time which indicates tha t motor 
tem perature rise is not significant compared to maximum winding temperature of +  125°C 
(Table 7.2.3). Hence, it respects the constraint (4.3.7).
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CURRENT TIME PLOT OF THE BEST 
MAXON BRUSHLESS DC MOTOR-MAXONJ36
Time-Seconds
Figure 8-8: Current Vs. Time.
Bemf TIME PLOT OF THE BEST
MAXON BRUSHLESS DC MOTOR-MAXON_136
Time-Seconds
Figure 8-9: Back emf Vs. Time.
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Temperature vs TIME PLOT OF THE BEST 
MAXON BRUSHLESS DC MOTOR-MAXON_136
Time-Seconds
Figure 8-10: Temperature of the Motor Vs. Time.
8.3 V erifica tion  o f th e  M otor T h erm a l M o d el
This section verifies that the behaviour of our thermal motor model is consistent with 
the manufacturer catalogue data. In particular, it shows that our model gives the same 
steady-state temperature rise for the permissible continuous power loss.
If i2R be the permissible continuous power loss for the best motor selected, then 
Equation (3.9.1) can be written as given below.
dPm o to r
+  PTmotor — Q
Equation (8.3.1) is a first order linear differential equation. Where,
1
P =
CthPth
Tx a i2RQ = +CthPth
Solution to equation (8.3.1) is as given below.
Cth
Q
T m o to r  —  p  + T - 9-a p
(8.3.1)
(8.3.2)
(8.3.3)
(8.3.4)
As the time t —> oo, the permissible maximum winding temperature that will be 
reached during continuous operation at 250C ambient is given by
m o to r  m a x  —
Q
P
(8.3.5)
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For the best motor from Tables 7.2.2 & 7.2.3, we have the following values.
i2R = 7.8, Cth = Cpmotor Mass = 80.43, Rth = 12.8, Ta = 25. (8.3.6)
Substituting (8.3.6) in (8.3.2) & (8.3.3) and then using equation (8.3.5) the maximum mo­
tor temperature comes to 125°C which corresponds to the value given by the manufacturer 
(Table 7.2.3).
Since the leg assembly is attached to reduction unit housing which in turn is fixed to 
motor housing, legs act as good thermal dissipating fins. This conduction path will be 
more effective in case of brushless DC motors where the fixed stators are the main heat 
source coming in direct contact with the reduction gear housing. Also, black anodizing of 
leg assemblies, reduction gear & motor housings will increase thermal dissipation.
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C onclusion
Detailed design of a biped was achieved as a result of the work presented in this thesis. 
This design is ready for fabrication and assembly and subsequent implementation of control 
algorithms for dynamic walking. The design realized is first of it’s kind. A thorough effort 
was made to consider all theoretical and practical aspects and used good engineering 
design practice. An unique biped design was achieved because of our integrated approach 
to system modelling, design optimization and computer simulation.
Major design phases which we followed were :
Mathematical modelling.
Development of appropriate optimization criteria.
Mathematical establishment of all the major design constraints.
Formulation of a constrained optimization problem.
Solving the constrained optimization problem by numerical computation.
Verification of results.
The biped design was optimized with respect to a single control task. This control task 
was to raise the biped from a stationary dual-leg support phase to balance in a single-leg 
support condition. Keeping this control task in mind, the single-leg support phase was 
modelled and governing equations were derived in Chapter 3.
In Chapter 4, Section 4.2, optimization criteria to maximize the size of the obstacle 
that the biped can step over in raising itself from a stationary dual-leg support phase to. 
balance in a single-leg support condition was developed. In the same chapter, all major 
design constraints (Section 4.3- 4.9) were mathematically established. Finally, considering 
optimization criteria and all design constraints a constrained optimization problem was 
formulated. This is put in a standard mathematical framework in Section 4.10. This
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proved to be a vital step in our biped design.
In Chapter 5, Section 5.4, the procedure for solving our constrained optimization 
problem was developed. Note that the solution makes use of an innovative analytical 
result derived in Section 5.3 of this thesis which predicts the maximum step size (angle) 
based on a linearized model. Also, an accurate non-linear simulation of the resulting biped 
under linear regulator theory is developed to verify accuracy of the final solution.
The algorithm named “OptAllscript” for solving our constrained optimization prob­
lem was implemented in MATLAB. The results obtained by solving this using numerical 
computation was presented in Chapter 6 and verified in Chapter 8. Note that constraints 
(4.3.7), (4.4.3), (4.5.1) and (4.5.3) which could not be enforced by the solution algorithm 
have also been verified in Chapter 8.
The biped that we have achieved is light and compact and satisfies all constraints. 
The results indicate that the single-leg support phase can be controlled by linear regulator 
theory. It has a superior leg length (0.23 m) to stride (0.246 m) ratio of 0.93 and weighs 
2.1 kg. It can climb relatively large slope of 32.4° and it can cross relatively large obstacles 
of size 0.07 m tall and 0.14 m long. Also, the cost of building this biped is around 10,000 
Aus$.
In summary, this investigation has lead to the complete design of a biped that meets 
all of the original objectives, providing a simple low cost laboratory system suitable for 
control investigations.
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R eco m m en d atio n s
Building the first of this generation of bipeds and carrying out some experiments may 
lead to new theories and techniques in design optimization and control theory for such 
machines to be built in coming years. In particular, building the biped that we have 
achieved and experimenting with it will be useful for the following :
Verification of theories that this design was based on.
Verification of adequacy of sensors.
Investigation and experimentation into general walking control.
Also, building and experimenting with the current design may give new insight into 
practical walking vehicles of this class to be built in future.
The work presented in this thesis can be extended for the development of practical 
walking vehicles in future. The main issues that will be of importance in extending these 
bipeds into more practical walking vehicles are as follows :
Introduction of turning capabilities.
Incorporating onboard power and control units.
Introduction of terrain sensing capabilities.
Introducing knee and foot joints may give turning capabilities for these class of bipeds. 
However, it should be noted here that it complicates the entire system design.
Further improvements in brushless DC motors ' m a s s ') an<^  reduction gears,
availability of compact motor control units and compact direct drive motors will be useful 
to give onboard power capabilities to these class of bipeds. Also, work in areas of improved 
and efficient energy utilization/flow schemes such as regenerative braking or use of springs 
or use of flywheel etc. have to be done. These studies will be useful in realization of practi­
cal walking vehicle. Performance of these type of vehicles will improve in absence/reduced
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gravity effects making them potential candidates for exploration of outer planets.
Finally, with the introduction of modern vision systems these walking vehicles will get 
capabilities for terrain sensing. However, it should be noted here that research in the area 
of vision systems is still ongoing and is a current topic in the field of robotics.
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A p p e n d ix  A
Single-Leg S u p p o rt P h a se  
E q u a tio n s
A .l  In tro d u ctio n
This appendix derives equations (3.4.1) and (3.4.2) which are presented in Chapter 3, 
Section 3.4. Refer Figure 3-2 and Section ‘Nomenclature’ for the notations used in deriving 
these equations. Note that (1) the body (link-1) is mounted on the reduction unit shaft 
which in turn is connected to the motor. The reduction unit has a reduction ratio of N, 
(2) leg (link-0) is attached to the reduction unit housing, (3) recall that 0m is the position 
of the rotor relative to stance leg.
A .2 In verted  P en d u lu m  M o d el
As already mentioned in Chapter 3 we have followed Lagrange’s approach to derive single­
leg support phase equations. Single-leg support phase equations are derived as given 
below.
Kinetic energy of the stance leg is
KEo = \ m t0o2e  + (A.2.1)
Kinetic energy of the body is
K E i  =  1 m be20o2 +  b + h ) 2 (A.2.2)
Kinetic energy of the rotor is
K E m — —Jm{@o +  $m)2 (A.2.3)
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which can be rewritten as
K E m =  i  Jm($0 +  N0!)2
Total kinetic energy of the system can be obtained from the following steps.
K E  =  -m?9'o d2 +  -J(0o +  -rrib^Oo +  ^Jbi^e +  0*i)2 +  ^Jm{^o +  NQi)2
E E  — - (m^ +  mb)£29o +  -Je9o +  ^Jbi^o +  0i)2 +  ~Jm{9o +  A^^i)2 
K E  = lm.ee2  + l-Ji602+ + e\ ) 2 + l-jm(e0 +
E E — - ( m e  +  JiWo +  +  # i  ) 2 +  +  N 9i)2
K E  = 1-J 0e02 +  l j b(0o + e r f  +  + i )2 
Potential energy of the system is as given below.
P E  = mg £ cos 60
Lagrangian Lg is given by
Lg =  K E  -  P E
Substituting (A.2.9) and (A.2.10) in (A.2.11), we have
Lg — —Jo@o +  7 ^ 6  ($o +  0*i)2 +  ~ Jm{@o +  N9\)2 — mg d cos 9q 
Torque at the contact of the foot and the ground i.e., at ‘O’ is given by
T° dt
5L,
L S6n J
SLg
60o
Where
J T  =  mgd sin 6q ÖVq
~ r  = Jo o^ +  Jb(9o +  0*i) +  Jm(0*o -\- N6\)
ÖVQ
d_
dt
&L,
L <50o J
— J O0O +  Tj>(0o + 0l) +  J-rniß 0 +  N9\)
Substituting (A.2.14) and (A.2.16) in (A.2.13), we have
To = J q0o +  Jb{Qo +  01) + Jm(0o +  N0i) -  m g isin 9 q
which can be rewritten as given below.
tq = {Jo + Jb + Jm)9o + (Jb + N J m)0i -  mgdsin 9q
(A.2.4)
(A.2.5)
(A.2.6)
(A.2.7)
(A.2.8)
(A.2.9)
(A.2.10)
(A.2.11)
(A.2.12)
(A.2.13)
(A.2.14)
(A.2.15)
(A.2.16)
(A.2.17)
(A.2.18)
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Torque t\ is given by
r i =
SL,
Where
sex \
^  = 0 
S6\
SL^
S9X
d_
dt
SLg
sel
SL,
IS01J
= M 9 0 +  9l ) +  NJm{90 +  N9l )
— Jbißo +  $i) +  N Jm{9 o +  N9\)
Substituting (A.2.20) and (A.2.22) in (A.2.19), we have
T \ — Jb(9 o +  0\) +  NJm{Öo + N9\)
which can be rewritten as given below.
r l — {J b +  A  Jm)9o +  {Jb +  N LJm)9\
(A.2.19)
(A.2.20)
(A.2.21)
(A.2.22)
(A.2.23)
(A.2.24)
A p p e n d ix  B
O p tim u m  S tep  A ng le
B . l  In tro d u ctio n
This appendix presents complete derivation for the optimum stance angle which was dis­
cussed in Chapter 4, Section 4.2. Refer Figures 4-1 & 4-5 and Section ‘Nomenclature’ for 
the notations used in this derivation.
B .2  U n iq u e  S tep  L ength
This section presents detailed derivation for unique step length L. The area A0b enclosed 
between the legs and the floor below the body is as given below.
2Aob = 2 2 k ~ 2Lbh (B.2.1)
Where, Lb is given by (Figure 4-5)
Substituting (B.2.2) in (B.2.1), we have
To get dimensionless area, divide A0b by leg length l 2 which is given by
(B.2.2)
(B.2.3) 
(B.2.4)
(B.2.5)
The unique step length L (recall discussions presented in Section 4.2) for each body ra­
dius b which maximizes the dimensionless area A*b is derived by equating partial derivative 
of the equation (B.2.5) with respect to L to zero and simplifying as shown below.
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^  = ± ( hA l ) +± ( l + A ] sJi
SL 2P \  h j 2 P \  h2 j  SL
Where
(B.2.6)
(B.2.7)
(B.2.8)
(B.2.9)
(B.2.10)
Substituting (B.2.10) in (B.2.6) and equating it  to zero results in
i f  b2\  L 2 (  b2\
2C2 \ l h )  U 2h \ l  +  h2)
=  0
h - bl
h
(B.2.11)
(B.2.12)
b2 L 2 L 2b2 _  
~h ~ 4h ~ ~4W ~
(B.2.13)
h4 -  b2h2 (B.2.14)
Substituting h2 =  t 2 — in (B.2.15), we have
(B.2.15)
(B.2.16)
A t 2  -  -  -
41
" ( f)2 62 = 0 (B'2'17)t 4 -  212
2
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f)4 r >/>2 L L ( 1 ) 2 62 = 0 (B.2.18)
( f ) 4 - 3 £ 2 ( f ) 2 +  (C - 6 V )  =  ° (B.2.19)
/ L \  2 U 2 ±  ^ 9 £ 4 -  8(U -  b2£2) 
U J  "  4
(B.2.20)
£ L \ 'Z 3£2 ±  y/9£4 -  8£2(£2 -  b2)
V 2 /  _  4
(B.2.21)
3^2 ±  \Je(9  8 ^ - 1 )  
U J  “  4
(B.2.22)
L \ 2 3£2 ± £ 2y / l  + 8 $
2 /  4
8’ - 3 ±  \ 1 +  8- £ \  2
§)'=w-*r
(B.2.23)
(B.2.24)
(B.2.25)
As discussed in Chapter 4, Section 4.2, the smaller root is the one which maximizes 
dimensionless area A*b. Hence, the unique step length L is as given below.
L = £ 1 +  8 I j (B.2.26)
B .2.1  O ptim um  Stance A ngle C orresponding to  U niq ue Step  L ength
Once the unique step length L (B.2.26) has been established, we solve sin ^  to 
determine the value of Oo0pt%mum associated with this value of L as given below.
/
ftO optim um = sin - l
\Z3- \ / i + 8(i):
\
(B.2.27)
V /
A p p en d ix  C
MATLAB ALGORITHM
C .l  In tro d u ctio n
The design optimization and simulations performed throughout this thesis was carried 
out using MATLAB package. In this appendix, all the script files used will be presented. 
Note that we have tried to follow the notations given in Section ‘Nomenclature’ as far as 
possible.
C .2 M ain  Scrip t F ile  ‘O p tA llsc r ip t’
Main script file ‘OptAllscript’ is the heart of the whole design optimization and simulation. 
Chart C-l gives the flow chart of our main script file ‘OptAllscript’.
This script determines arrays MBopt(iN, iA), Bopt(iN, iA) and BOLopt(iN, iA) for set 
of all actuators, assuming lolmin has been set. Then, it sorts BOLopt to produce index of 
arrays iAbest(i), iNbest(i), mi)-best(i) and bJbest(i) such that the nth-best design is given 
by :
iA =  iAbest(n), nth best motor. 
iN =  iNbest(n), nth best reduction ratio. 
mb = m/,_6esi(n), nth best mass of the body, 
b =  b-best(n) nth, best body radius.
bol =  bol-best(n) , nth best ratio of body radius b and leg length t.
This script file is as given below.
I l l
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Figure C-l: Flow Chart of Opt Allscript.
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Coimm
MotorFiles;
[nA, dum] = size(MotorFile) ; 
for iA = 1 : nA,
eval(MotorFile(iA,:)) ;
nNs(iA) = length (gear Ratio Set) ;
end
nN = max(nNs) ;
for iA =  1 : nA, 
for iN =  1 : nN,
[MBopt(iN, iA), Bopt(iN, iA), BOLopt(iN, iA)] =  Optimize(iA, iN, £o£min) 
[iA, iN, BOLopt(iN, iA)]
end
end
[iNbest, iAbest] = doublesort(BOLopt) ; 
for i = 1 : (nA*nN),
7?2t-best(i) =  MBopt(iNbest(i), iAbest(i)) ; 
b-best(i) = Bopt(iNbest(i), iAbest(i)) ; 
bolJbest(i) = BOLopt(iNbest(i), iAbest(i)) ;
end
ibest == 1 ;
SetBestScript ;
SimGDscript ; 
plot-all ;
C .2 .1  M o to rF ile s
This is a version of MotorFiles.m that lists only the data for the MAXON DC motors and 
gearboxes. To use the data in the files listed below this file must be named ’MotorFiles.m’. 
MotorFile =  [ ’MAXON_949’; ’MAXON_948’; ’MAXON_990’; ] ;
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Typical M otor D ata  File
Data for Maxon_990 with planetary gear set. Maxon_page-37. This is the individual motor 
data file to be named as MAXON_990.m.
R = 10.5;
K t = 0.0219 ;
K b = 0.0219 ;
Jm = 5.5E -  7 ;
Vmax  = 19-37 ; 
ijrnax = 3.69 ; 
motor Mass = .092+.02 ; 
motor Diameter =  .022 ; 
motor Length =  .048+.014 ; 
Stall Torque = K t *V m ax/ R; 
dg = 5/1000 ;
Cp =  383 ;
Cth — Cp*motor Mass ;
R th  = 14.1+3.6 ;
Trotor  —  125 ;
% Ohms 
% Nm/Amp 
% Volts/(rad/sec)
% Kg*ra2 
% Volts 
% Ampere
% Kg includes encoder mass 
% m
% m includes encoder length 
% Nm
% m gear shaft diameter 
% J/kg deg C Specific heat of copper.
% Thermal capacitance of the motor J/deg C.
% Thermal resistance of the motor deg C/J/sec. 
% Maximum rotor temperature Deg C
gear Ratio Set =  [ 1 4.33 18.75 33.2 81.2 143.8 199.3] ; 
gear Eff. Set = [ 1 .85 .612 .612 .373 .373 .373] ;
gear Mass Set =  1/1000* [ 0 81 107 107 130 130 130] ; % Kg
gear Diameter Set =  1 /1000*[ 0 26 26 26 26 26 26] ; % m
gear Length Set =  1 /1000*[ 0 30.6 39.4 39.4 48.1 48.1 48.1] ; % m
C.2.2 Optimize
This is a function which determines optimum values for body mass and body radius based 
on minimizing |  and is as given below.
function [ra^-opt, b_opt, bo£_opt]=Optimize(iA, iN, ^o£min) 
global GLOBAL-DATA ; 
b =  1 ;
m b = 1 ;
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SetBipedScript ; 
put_GLOBAL-DATA ;
m^-opt = fmin('find-bot* _opt’, .1 *ma, 10*ma, [0, raa/100]) ; 
bo£_opt = find_bo£_opt(m6_opt) ; 
b_opt =  bo£_opt*£ ;
C .2 .3  S e tB ip e d S c r ip t
This script sets all biped design variables in the local workspace assuming that iA, iN, 
£o£min, b, ny, have been set. It also puts them in the global variable GLOBAL-DATA. 
This script is as given below, 
global GLOBAL-DATA ; 
gama =  1.57 ; 
g =  9.81 ;
T sim =  2  ; 
a = 10*7t/180 ;
Atf s  =  2 ;
SYieg = 241 *106 ; 
p =  2.7*103 ;
E =  0.71*10n  ; 
delol =  .01;
MotorFiles ; 
eval(MotorFile(iA,:)) ;
SetGearset ;
NoLoadSpeed = 5
£min =  Set_£min(motor Diameter, motor Length, gear Diameter, gear Length) ; 
t  =  £min*£o£min ; 
d =  t  ;
m a — 2* (motor Mass +  gear Mass) ;
[ws] =  Stability(or,£) ;
[Jfc, hr, wr, td, br] = BodyDesign(m{,, b, l, ma, N, NoLoadSpeed, Stall Torque, g,
d g , w 8 )  ;
[m;, Je,de, t(, we, Jo] =  LegDesign(ma, 7 7 4 , t, motor Diameter, gear Diameter,
motor Mass, gear Mass, wr, ws) ;
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put_GLOBAL_DATA;
C .2 .4  S e tG e a rse t
This file sets the gear-related parameters.
N = gearRatioSet(iN) ;
Tj (eff) = gear Eff. Set(iN) ; 
gear Mass = gear Mass Set(iN) ; 
gear Diameter =  gear Diameter Set(iN) ; 
gear Length = gear Length Set(iN) ;
C .2 .5  Se t J  m in
This function sets the minimum biped length based on simple design criteria considering 
motor and gearbox dimensions as shown below : 
function lmin = Set_lmin(mD, mL, gD, gL)
D = max(mD, gD) ;
W =  2*(mL + gL) ; 
fmin =  max( 2*D, W ) ;
Where
mD : Diameter of the motor. 
mL : Length of the motor. 
gD : Diameter of the reduction unit. 
gL : Length of the reduction unit.
C .2 .6  S tab i l i ty
This function calculates the width of the biped based on the stability criteria that the
biped will not fall if it comes across an obstacle which causes the biped to tilt < 10°
about roll axis.
function [ws] = S t a b i l i t y £)
global GLOBAL-DATA ;
2 ews =  — r  ;
tan  ( j — a )
C .2 .7  B o d y D es ig n
Based on realistic body design this function computes
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Body radius br in m.
Width of the body wr in m.
Thickness hr of the rim in m.
Thickness t& of the disc in m.
Moment of inertia of the body about hip axis Jb ^
function [Jb, /ir , iur , tj, br] = BodyDesign(ra{>, b, t, m a, N, NoLoadSpeed, Stall Torque,
g, dg, ws) ;
global GLOBAL-DATA ;
N f s  =  2  ; 
p = 2.7* 103 ;
E = 0.675*10u  ;
v — .33 ;
tpab = 2.4/1000 ;
SYbody = 106*[97 262 310 317 337 159] ;
Body radius based on the critical speed of the rim. 
iB N  — size(SYbody) ? 
ibN = iBN(l,2) ;
for ibodyl= l:ibN ;
I _  ______ 1______  /  SYbody(ibody 1)
1 NoLoadSpeed  y N p g p
if b\ >=  6, break, end
end
ibodyl;
Body radius based on the critical speed of the disc (approximate method) 
for ibody2 =  l:ibN ;
; _  1 13SYbodv(ibody2)
2 NoLoadSpeed  y  N p s P
if 62 > =  6, break, end
end
ibody2 ;
% Setting radius of the rim and material of the body, 
bv =  [bl b2 b] ;
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bmax =  min(bv) ;
S Y b o d y  = SYbody{rriax(ibody 1, ibody'2)) ;
% Disc thickness based on shear stress due to torque
— N * Stall I  01 quo* A +{bmax 1.5+dg) j (2♦ bmax%7r♦ .577+SYbodyiÄbN)  ♦ ( 1 . 5 % ) ,  
% Disc thickness based on direct shear failure. 
td2 — {m a +  mb) * g * N p s /(2  * bmax * f * 0.577 * SYb0dy{ibN));
% Disc thickness based on plate bending theory.
L9 =  1.5 * dg/bmax * (.5 * (1 +  v) * ln(6mox/(1.5 * ds)) +  (1 -  u)/4  * (1 -  1.52 * d2g/b2max)) ; 
Cj  — 0.5 * (1 v ) * {bmax/(1-5 * dg) 1.5 * dg/ bmax) ,
tdz = sqrt{3 * (ma +  mb) * N FS* g * b2max * L9 * (1 -  i/2) / ( tt * 1.52 * d2 * SY body(ibN) * C7))
Finalized disc thickness is
tdv — [fc£li td>21 td3‘, I Fab] i 
td = max(tdv) ;
% Mass property calculations &; finalizing body dimensions 
w rl =  ws ; 
br — bmax ,
mhub = tt/4  * ((3 * dg)2 -  d2) * 7 * dg * p ; 
m ^ sc =  7r/4 * ((2 * br)2 -  (3 * dg)2) * t d * p ;
if Tlldisc “h Flhub ^6
ier =  inrl ;
h r  =  6r -  sqrt[b2 -  [mb -  m diSc ~ m hub) / f /  p / {wr -  td)) ; 
if hr > tFab&. h r  < (6 r ~  1-5 * dg) 
wr =  tnr ;
m r im  —  m b Fldisc  ^ / i u 6  i
m d is c  —  Fbldisc i
Flfiub — Flhub J
Jdisc = Ffldisc/Q * ((2 * br) +  (3 * dg) ) ]
Jrim =  rririm/8 * ((2 * br)2 +  (2 * br -  2 * /ir )2) ; 
J  hub ~  Flhub/Q * ((3 * dg) -p dg) j
Jb  —  J  disc  “ h  J r i m  ~ h  J  hub i
else
hr — tFab i
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else
end
U’r = td + {mb -  mdisc -  m hub)/[it * p * (2 * br * h r -  h 2 )) ; 
m rim  —  m>b m d{sc m fm b  ,
m disc —  m d{sc ,
m diub —  m hu b i
Jdisc — m disc/ S  * ((2 * br ) -I- (3 * d g )  ) 5 
J r i m  — m r im /&   ^ ((2 * br ) d- (2 ♦ br 2 ♦ h r ) ) ,
Jhub — m h ub/ 8  * ((3 * dg) T dg) ,
Jb — Jdisc d- J r im  d“ Jhub 1
end
m disc — m b m'hub i
K = sqrt(mdisc/ (7t * td * p) + 9/4 * d2g) ;
m rim— 0 ,
h r—0 ;
wr= 0 ;
Jdisc — md{sc/8  * ((2 * br) d~ (3 * dg) ) ,
J r i m  = m ri m / 8  * ((‘2 * br)2 +  (2 * 6r -  2 * hr)2) ; 
Jhub — m h u b / &  *  ((3 *  dg) - | -  dg)  5
Jb '— J  disc d- J r im  d- Jhub i
C .2 .8  L egD esign
This function computes di, t( mi,Ji and Jq based on the realistic leg design criteria
[mi, Ji,di, ti, wi, Jo]=LegDesign(ma, nib, ^  motor Diameter, gear Diameter,
motor Mass, gear Mass, wr, ws) ;
global GLOBAL-DATA ;
Data required for the leg design, 
g =  9.81 ;
a  =  10 * 7T/180 ;
N f s  — 2  ;
SYleg = 241 * 106 ; 
p = 2.7* 103 ;
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E = 0.71 * 1011 ; 
delol = .01 ;
Get Standard available aluminium alloy tube data.
Alalloytubes;
[nd, dumd] = size(Alalloytube) ;
for id= 1 : nd,
eval(Alalloytube(id,:)) ; 
nds(id) = length(tubeDiaSet) ;
end
il = max(nds) ;
Calculates deflection per unit length and bending stress for first tube from the tube
set.
Do = (tubeDiaSet( 1 ,1)/1000)4 ;
Di — (tubeDiaSet(l,l) /1000 — 2 * tubeThicknessSet(l ,l)/ 1000)4 ;
Delol = 64 * (ma +  mb) * g * i 2 j (3 * E  * 7r * (Do — Di)) ;
C = tubeDiaSet(l,l)/1000 ;
St = 32 * (ma mb) * g * f . * N F s * C / ( n *  (Do — Di)) ;
% Picks best tube based on deflection &; yield strength criteria.
if St < SYieg & Delol < delol 
cond = 1 ; 
ild =  1 ; 
else
for ild — 2 : il
Do = (tubeDiaSet(ild)/ 1000)4 ;
Di = (tubeDiaSet(ild)/1000 — 2 * tubeThicknessSet(ild)/1000)4 ; 
Delol =  64 * (ma +  mb) * g * i 2/(3 * E * ir * (Do — Di)) ;
C = tubeDiaSet(ild)/1000 ;
St  =  32 * (ma +  mb) * g * t  * N f s  * C / ( tt * (Do — Di)) ; 
if St < SYieg & Delol < delol, break, end
end 
ild ;
end
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Sets finalized design variables for the leg 
di = t,ubeDiaSet(ild)/1000 ; 
ti = tubeThicknessSet(ild)/1000 ;
Calculation of width of the feet.
if wr > 0 & wr == ws
W£ =  wr +  di +  3/1000 ; 
elseif ws > wr + di + 3/1000 
wi =  ws ;
else
fac  = wr +  di +  3/1000 — ws ; 
wi = ws +  fac  ;
end
if wr == 0
wi =  ws ;
end
Calculates the Mass of the leg.
Tfi£\ — 7T/4 * (d2 — (d, — 2 * £/)2) * 2 * i  * p 5
ni£2 =  7T/4  * (d2 — — 2 * £ )^2) * 2 * — g^ ) * p ;
=  m a +  2 * +  2 * m^2 ;
Calculation of Inertia of the leg about hip axis.
J\ = TTi£i/ 48 * (3 * d2 + 3 * (dp — 2 * t?)2 + 4 * (2 * £)2) ;
J2 =  ruft/ 8  * (d2 +  (d^  -  2 * £^ )2) +  rrift * ( £ -  d?/2)2 ;
J3 =  motor Mass * (motor Diameter)2/8 ;
J4 =  gear Mass * (gear Diameter)2/8  ;
Jp = 2 * (Ji +  J2 +  «^3 + t/4 ) j
Set leg dia. & leg thickness as global variable.
SetTu beset ;
Effective mass moment of inertia of the support leg about point of ground contact.
J0 = (mi + m b) * t 2 +  Jt ;
C.2.9 A lalloytubes
This is a version of Alalloytubes.m that lists only the data for the standard aluminium 
alloy tubes used for biped leg design. To use the data in the files listed below this file
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must be named as Alalloytubes.m.
Alalloytube = [’A16106-T6’;] ;
C.2.10 A16106_T6
Standard data on 6106 aluminium alloy tubes i.e., available standard diameter and thick­
nesses.
tubeDiaSet =  [6.35 9.5 10 10 10 12 12 13 14 15 16 16 18 19 20 20 20 20 22.2] ; 
tubeThicknessSet = [.91 .91 1 1.2 1.6 1 1.6 2 1.5 1.4 1.2 1.6 1.5 1.2 1.2 1.6 1.8 2 1.6 ] ;
C.2.11 SetT ubeset
This file sets standard aluminium alloy tube related parameters. 
di = tubeDiaSet(ild)/1000 ; 
ti = tubeThicknessSet(ild)/1000 ;
C.2.12 put_GLOBAL_DATA
This file stores the current design variables stored in a global array GLOBAL-DATA local. 
Also see get_GLOBAL_DATA.
GLOBAL-DATA(l) =  J0 ;
GLOBAL_DATA(2) =  Jb ;
GLOBAL_DATA(3) = Jm ;
GLOBAL_DATA(4) =  N ;
GLOBAL-DATA(5) =  mb ;
GLOBAL_DATA(6) = i  ;
GLOBAL_DATA(7) =  mt ;
GLOBAL_DATA(8) =  d ;
GLOBAL_DATA(9) =  g ;
GLOBAL-DATA(IO) =  7 ;
GLOBAL-DATA(ll) =  rj ;
GLOBAL_DATA(12) =  K t ;
GLOBAL_DATA(13) =  K b ;
GLOBAL_DATA(14) = R ;
GLOBAL_DATA(15) =  Rmaa: ;
GLOBAL_DATA(16) =  NoLoadSpeed ;
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GL0BAL_DATA(17) = Jt ;
GLOBAL-DATA(18) =  m a ;
GLOBAL_DATA(19) = Tsim ;
GLOBAL_DATA(20) =  a  ;
GLOBAL_DATA(21) = NFS ;
GL0BAL_DATA(22) = SYleg ;
GLOBAL_DATA(23) = p ;
GLOBAL_DATA(24) = ws ;
GLOBAL_DATA(25) =  E;
GLOBAL JDATA(26) =  delol;
GLOBAL_DATA(27) =  dt ;
GLOBALJDATA(28) = tt ;
GLOBAL_DATA(29) = we ;
GLOBAL_DATA(30) =  motor Mass ;
GLOBAL_DATA(31) = gear Mass ;
GLOBAL_DATA(32) = motor Diameter ;
GLOBAL_DATA(33) = gear Diameter ;
GLOBAL_DATA(34) =  Stall Torque ;
GLOBAL_DATA(35) = dg ;
GLOBAL_DATA(36) =  Cp ;
GLOBAL_DATA(37) =  Cth ;
GLOBALJDATA(38) = R th ;
GLOBAL_DATA(39) =  alpha-c ;
GLOBAL_DATA(40) =  Ta ;
GLOBAL_DATA(41) =  imax ;
C.2 .13 find_bol_opt
This function determines optimal |  ratio for a given body mass 7 7 4 . 
function boLopt =  find_bol_opt(m{,) 
global GLOBAL-DATA ;
GLOBALJDATA(5) =  mb; 
i  =  GL0BAL_DATA(6) ;
bopt =  fmin(,theta_minus_theta’, 0, [0, y^]) ;
bo£_opt = .
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C .2.14 theta_minus_theta
This function calculates |^omax ~ @Oopt\ and is as given below, 
function th_m_th = theta_minus_theta(b_arg) 
global GLOBAL-DATA ; 
get_GLOBAL_DATA ; 
b =  b_arg ;
[Jb, hr , wr , td, br} = BodyDesign(mj>, b, £, m a, N, NoLoadSpeed, Stall Torque, g,
d g i  W s )  ,
Jcide, t i , W£, Jo] = LegDesign2(raa, 774, £, motor Diameter, gear Diameter,
motor Mass, gear Mass, wr, ws) ;
[A,B1 — LinearModel_Order3(Jo, Jt, J m, A”, 772/,, £, m^, d, o, 7, 77, A't, /G, #) ; 
%- estimate maximum initial displacement based on linear model,
ThetaOmax = MaxThetaO(Vma:r, NoLoadSpeed, A, B) ;
%- compute optimal initial displacement based on criteria
ThetaOopt =  sin 1
V /
th_m_th =  abs(ThetaOmax - ThetaOopt) ;
C.2.15 get_GLOBAL_DATA
This file makes the current design variables stored in a global array GLOBAL-DATA local. 
Also, see put_GLOBAL_DATA.
Jo =  GLOBAL-DATA(l) ;
J 6 = GLOBAL_DATA(2) ;
J m =  GLOBAL_DATA(3) ;
N =  GLOBAL_DATA(4) ; 
m b = GLOBAL_DATA(5) ; 
t  = GLOBAL_DATA(6) ; 
m e = GLOBAL_DATA(7) ; 
d =  GLOBAL_DATA(8) ; 
g =  GLOBAL_DATA(9) ;
7 = GLOBAL.DATA(IO) ;
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?] = GL0BAL_DATA(11) ;
K t = GL0BAL_DATA(12) ;
K b = GLOBAL _DATA (13) ;
R =  GLOBAL_DATA(14);
Vmax =  GL0BAL_DATA(15) ; 
NoLoadSpeed =  GL0BAL_DATA(16) ;
Je = GLOBAL-DATA(17) ; 
m a = GL0BAL_DATA(18) ;
Tsim = GL0BAL_DATA(19) ; 
a  =  GLOBAL_DATA(20);
N f s  = GL0BAL_DATA(21);
SYleg = GLOBAL_DATA(22) ;
P = GLOBAL_DATA(23) ; 
ws = GLOBAL_DATA(24) ;
E =  GLOBAL_DATA(25) ;
delol =  GLOBAL_DATA(26) ;
de = GLOBAL_DATA(27) ;
te = GLOBAL_DATA(28) ;
we = GLOBAL_DATA(29) ;
motor Mass =  GLOBAL_DATA(30) ;
gear Mass =  GL0BAL_DATA(31) ;
motor Diameter =  GLOBAL_DATA(32) ;
gear Diameter =  GLOBAL_DATA(33) ;
Stall Torque =  GLOBAL-DATA(34) ;
dg =  GLOBAL_DATA(35) ;
Cp = GLOBAL_DATA(36) ;
Cth = GLOBAL_DATA(37) ;
R th = GLOBAL_DATA(38) ; 
alphac = GLOBAL_DATA(39);
Ta = GLOBAL_DATA(40); 
imax = GLOBAL_DATA(41) ;
C .2.16  LinearM odel_O rder3
This sets up the linear dynamic model of the single leg support phase of the biped.
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[A,B] = LinearModel_Order3(Jo, Jb, J m? N, ^  m*, d, Qi h  h  K-u Kbi R) 5 
M  = [Jq -{- Jb Jm -h A N  * Jm; + Ar * J m </{, +  N  * N  * J m] ;
Ds = * £ -f m/ * d) * g * sin(7) — 77 * A'* * Kb * N  * N/R])  ;
5 =  M ("x) * Ds ;
T = M t"1) * [0 r j *Kt * N/R}' ;
A =[ 0 1 0; S(l, 1) 0 S(l, 2); S(2, 1) 0 S(2, 2) ] ;
B =  [0 T(l) T(2) ]’ ;
C .2 .1 7  M axT hetaO
This function estimates the maximum initial displacement (ThetaOmax) based on linear 
model, ideal initial conditions and constant maximum control effort, 
function ThetaOmax = MaxThetaO(Vmax, NoLoadSpeed, A, B) ; 
xp =  - A (_1) * B * Vmax ;
[V,D] =  eig(A) ; 
lambda = diag(D) ;
[lamax,imax] =  max(lambda) ;
[sortedlambda,sorti] =  sort(lambda) ;
for j =  1 : 3 ; sortedV(:, j) =  V(:, sorti(j)) ; end ;
Vc =  [sortedV(2, 1) sortedV(2, 2); sortedV(3, 1) sortedV(3, 2)] ;
Xc =  [ -xp(2) -NoLoadSpeed-xp(3) ]’ ;
c = V c ( ~ lU X c ;
ThetaOmax = c(l)*sortedV(l, 1) +  c(2)*sortedV(l, 2) -f xp(l) ;
C .2 .1 8  d o u b le so r t
This function returns the indexes of the elements of matrix A sorted in ascending order. 
e.g.-min(A)= A(Msort(l), Nsort(l)).
function [Msort,Nsort] =  doublesort(A)
[m,n] =  size(A) ;
for i =  1 : m,
for j = 1 : n,
M(i, j) = i ;
N(i, j) =  j ;
end
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end
Avec = A(:) ;
Mvec =  M(:) ;
Nvec =  N(:) ;
[sortedAvec, Isort] = sort(Avec) ;
for i = 1 : length (Avec),
Msort(i) = Mvec(Isort(i)) ;
Nsort(i) =  Nvec(Isort(i)) ;
end
C .2 .19  S e tB e s tS c r ip t
After obtaining MBopt(iN, iA), Bopt(iN, iA) and BOLopt(iN, iA) from function “Op­
timize” , the function “doublesort” determines the indexes(iNbest, iAbest) by arranging 
the elements of matrix “BOLopt” in an ascending order. Then the sort routine (1 ) sorts 
MBopt, Bopt, BOLopt in an ascending order using indexes(iNbest, iAbest) for all the 
actuator and reduction unit combinations, (2) assigns them to mb-best, b_best, boLbest 
respectively and (3) sets ibest =  1 . Once the ibest is set, the script “SetBestScript” sets 
the local environment upto the parameters of ibest. This script is as given below, 
ibest
iA = iAbest(ibest); 
iN = iNbest(ibest) ; 
riib = m;,-best(ibest) ; 
b =  b-best(ibest) ;
SetBipedScript ;
C .2 .20  S im G D sc rip t
This script simulates the controlled single-leg support phase modelled as inverted pendu­
lum based on the data in GLOBAL-DATA which is as given below, 
global GLOBAL-DATA ; 
global Kb R alpha.c Cth Rth N Lmax ; 
get_GLOBAL_DATA;
[A,B] =  LinearModel_Order3(J0i Jb, Jm, N, mb, t, m^, d, g, 7, 77, K t, Kb, R) ;
%- estimate maximum initial displacement based on linear model,
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ThetaOmax = MaxThetaO(l/mar, NoLoadSpeed, A, B) ; 
%- compute optimal initial displacement based on criteria
Thetaüopt =  sin 1
V /
th_m_th = abs(ThetaOmax - ThetaOopt) ;
% LQR design with output weighting
% Set optimization weights and calculate feedback gains
Q =  diag([l/ThetaOmax/ThetaOmax 1/1.6/1 .6 l/Lmax/i_max ]’) ;
Z —  1 / V m a x / V m a x  5
C = diag([l 1 -Kb*N/RY) ;
D =  [0 0 1/R]’ ;
[Kr, S] =  lqry(A, B, C, D, Q, z) ;
% set global variables for closed-loop simulation function pend 
global A- B_ Kr_ Vmax_ i m a x -  
A_ =  [A, [0 0 0]’; [0 0 10]];
B- =  [B\ 0]’ ;
K r -  =  [ K r ,  0 , 0 ] ;
V = V  
i—maX— — ^max )
% integrate the ode’s to simulate the closed-loop system
[t, x] =  ode23(’pend’, 0, Tsim, [.99*Theta0max, 0, -NoLoadSpeed, pi/2, 25]’) ;
%— Computation of motor control voltage, back emf & current for plotting.
u =  uofx(x’) ;
bemf = A’6*x(:,3)*N ;
amps = (u - bemf)/R ;
[Fn, F<, fi] = Foot_forces(x, J 0, J 6, J m, N, mb, t, me, d, g, 7 , 77, Ä't , K b, R, u) ;
C.2.21 pend
This function which is named as ‘Pend’ sets the final state equation for simulation. This 
name also signifies the inverted pendulum model used for deriving the single-leg support 
phase dynamics.
function xdot =  pend(t, x)
global A_ B_ K b R alpha.c Cth Rth N ;
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global GLOBAL-DATA ; 
u =  uofx(x) ; 
x_nl =  x ; 
x.nl(l) = sin(a;i) ;
Coeffth i = -1  /Cth/Rth ; 
i = (u — K b * N  * xnl(3)) /R  ;
C o e f f th  = 1 /Cth/Rth * 25 +  l / C th * i2 * -R ;
xdot =  [A_, [0 0 0 0]’; [0 0 0 0 C o e f f th]\*x_nl +  [B_ ; 0] *u +  [0 0 0 0 C o e f f th2\  ; 
C .2 .22  uofx
This function is responsible for setting the control u based on the current state x and 
feedback gain Kr. Also, it models the control saturation based on maximum supply voltage 
and current. Name of this function ‘uofx’ (u=f(x)) signifies control ‘u’ as a function of 
current state ‘x \
function u = uofx(x)
global K r_ Vmax_ K b N R i_max_ ;
u =  (-/vr-*x)’;
for I = 1 : length(u)
if abs(u(I)) > Vmax-
u(I) =  sign(u(I))*Vmax_ ;
end
x3 = x(3,I);
• , _  u ( I ) - K b*N*x3) .
1 " L  “  R  '
if abs(i_t) > i_max_
i_t = sign(i_t)*i_max_ ; 
u(I) =  R*i_t + K b * N  * x3 ;
end
end
Where
K r. = [Kr 0 0], feedback gain matrix for the complete system.
Vmax- =  Vmax, Maximum supply voltage. 
i_max_ = imaxi Maximum supply current.
A p p en d ix  D
M otor D ata for M axon_990
D .l  Introduction
This appendix presents the data for Maxon_990 DC motor (Chapter 6, Subsection 6.2.1) 
and associated gear properties. Note tha t this motor with a gear ratio of 33.2 was respon­
sible for the biped design parameters presented in Table 6.2.1.
D.2 M AXON_990.m File Used in M ATLAB R outine
R = 10.5; % Ohms
K t =  0.0219; % N m /Amp
K b = 0.0219; % Volts/(rad/sec)
J m =  5.5E  -  7; % Kg*m2
Vmax = 19.37; % Volts
ijrnax =  3.69; % Ampere
motor Mass =  .092+.02; % Kg includes encoder mass
motor D iam eter^ .022; % m
motor Length =  .048+.014; % m includes encoder length
Stall Torque =  K t*Vmax/R; % Nm
dg = 5/1000;
Cp = 383;
Cth = Cp*motor Mass;
% m gear shaft diameter 
% J/k g  deg C Specific heat of copper.
% Thermal capacitance of the motor J/deg. C.
Rth — 14.1+3.6; % Thermal resistance of the motor deg C /J/sec .
Trotor =  125; % Maximum rotor tem perature Deg. C.
gear Ratio Set =  [ 1 4.33 18.75 33.2 81.2 143.8 199.3];
130
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gear EfF. Set =  [ 1 .85 .612 .612 .373 .373 .373]; 
gear Mass Set =1/1000* [ 0 81 107 107 130 130 130]; 
gear Diameter Set =  1 /1000*[ 0 26 26 26 26 26 26]; 
gear Length Set =  1/1000*[ 0 30.6 39.4 39.4 48.1 48.1 48.1];
% Kg 
% m 
% m
A p p en d ix  E
M otor D ata for Pittm an_3112_43
E .l Introduction
This appendix presents the data for Pittman_3112_43 brushless DC motor (Chapter 6, 
Subsection 6.2.2) and associated gear properties. Note tha t this motor with a gear ratio 
of 24 was responsible for the biped design parameters presented in Table 6.2.2.
E.2 PITTM A N 3112_43.m  File U sed in M ATLAB R outine
R  = 10.7; % Ohms
K t =  0.0486; % Nm/Amp
K b = 0.0486; % Volts/(rad/sec)
J m -- 1 .5 2 £ -6 ; % Kg*m2
K n a x  = 37.5; % Volts
i jmax  =  7; % Ampere
motor Mass =  .19; %  Kg includes encoder mass
motor Diameter= .043; %  m
motor Length =  .067;
Stall Torque =  K t *Vma x /R; 
d g =  8/1000;
Cp =  383;
Cth  =  C p *motor Mass;
%  m includes encoder length 
% Nm
%  m gear shaft diameter 
%  J/k g  deg C Specific heat of copper.
% Thermal capacitance of the motor J/deg. C.
Rth =  5.1; % Thermal resistance of the motor deg C /J/sec .
T rotor = 155; % Maximum rotor tem perature Deg. C.
gear Ratio Set =  [ 1 4 17.33 24 75.11 144 325.47 864 1410.37 5184];
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gear Eff. Set =  [ 1 .80 .64 .64 .51 .51 .41 .41 .33 .33];
gear Mass Set =1/1000* [ 0 258 315 315 371 371 427 427 483 483]; % Kg
gear Diameter Set =  1/1000*[ 0 56 56 56 56 56 56 56 56 56]; % m
gear Length Set =  1/1000*[ 0 34.8 42.4 42.4 50 50 57.7 57.7 65.3 65.3]; % m
A p p en d ix  F
M otor D a ta  for M axon_136
F .l  Introduction
This appendix presents the data for Maxon_136 DC motor (Chapter 6, Subsection 6.2.3) 
and associated gear properties. Note tha t this motor with a gear ratio of 19.2 was respon­
sible for the biped design parameters presented in Table 6.2.3.
F.2 M AXON_136.m  File U sed in M ATLAB R outine
R  = 5.8; % Ohms
K t = 0.0399; % Nm/Amp
K b = 0.0399; % Volts/(rad/sec)
J m = 30E  -  7; % Kg*m2
V  — 29- % Volts
i -m a x  = 10; % Ampere
motor Mass =  .210+.02; % Kg includes encoder mass
motor Diam eter= .032; % m
motor Length =  .06+.019; % m includes encoder length
Stall Torque =  K t*Vmax/ R; % Nm
dg =  6/1000;
C p =  383;
C th = Cp*motor Mass;
% m gear shaft diameter 
% J/kg  deg C Specific heat of copper.
% Thermal capacitance of the motor J/deg. C.
Rth =  12.8; % Thermal resistance of the motor deg C /J/sec .
Trotor = 125; % Maximum rotor tem perature Deg. C.
gear Ratio Set =  [ 1 5.2 19.2 27 35 100 181 236];
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gear Eff. Set =  [ 1 .80 .6 .6 .6 .42 .42 .42];
gear Mass Set =  1/1000* [ 0 130 170 170 170 215 215 215];
gear Diameter Set =  1 /1000*[ 0 32 32 32 32 32 32 32];
gear Length Set =  1/1000*[ 0 26.6 36.1 36.1 36.1 45.6 45.6 45.6];
%Kg  
% m 
% m
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